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Figure 3 | Upper limits on the spin-dependentWIMP–neutron scattering
cross-section set by di�erent xenon-based experiments. Limit curves from
LUX62 and PandaX-II63.
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Figure 4 | The projected sensitivity (dashed curves) on the
spin-independentWIMP–nucleon cross-sections of a selected number of
upcoming and planned direct detection experiments, including
XENON1T34, PandaX-4T, XENONnT34, LZ35, DARWIN36 or PandaX-30T,
and SuperCDMS56. Currently leading limits in Fig. 1 (see legend), the
neutrino ‘floor’20, and the post-LHC-Run1 minimal-SUSY allowed
contours21 are overlaid in solid curves for comparison. The di�erent
crossings of the experimental sensitivities and the neutrino floor at around
a few GeV/c2 are primarily due to di�erent threshold assumptions.

cross checks from indirect and collider searches (for example, see
SUSY contours from Figs 1 and 4). This calls strongly for a world-
wide multi-faceted programme for dark matter detection. Finally,
one cannot ignore the importance of those null searches which
have been setting tighter constraints to many theoretical models,

and which may eventually direct us on a completely di�erent path
towards understanding this mysterious component of our Universe.
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Figure 3 | Upper limits on the spin-dependentWIMP–neutron scattering
cross-section set by di�erent xenon-based experiments. Limit curves from
LUX62 and PandaX-II63.
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Figure 4 | The projected sensitivity (dashed curves) on the
spin-independentWIMP–nucleon cross-sections of a selected number of
upcoming and planned direct detection experiments, including
XENON1T34, PandaX-4T, XENONnT34, LZ35, DARWIN36 or PandaX-30T,
and SuperCDMS56. Currently leading limits in Fig. 1 (see legend), the
neutrino ‘floor’20, and the post-LHC-Run1 minimal-SUSY allowed
contours21 are overlaid in solid curves for comparison. The di�erent
crossings of the experimental sensitivities and the neutrino floor at around
a few GeV/c2 are primarily due to di�erent threshold assumptions.

cross checks from indirect and collider searches (for example, see
SUSY contours from Figs 1 and 4). This calls strongly for a world-
wide multi-faceted programme for dark matter detection. Finally,
one cannot ignore the importance of those null searches which
have been setting tighter constraints to many theoretical models,

and which may eventually direct us on a completely di�erent path
towards understanding this mysterious component of our Universe.
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Figure 3 | Upper limits on the spin-dependentWIMP–neutron scattering
cross-section set by di�erent xenon-based experiments. Limit curves from
LUX62 and PandaX-II63.
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Figure 4 | The projected sensitivity (dashed curves) on the
spin-independentWIMP–nucleon cross-sections of a selected number of
upcoming and planned direct detection experiments, including
XENON1T34, PandaX-4T, XENONnT34, LZ35, DARWIN36 or PandaX-30T,
and SuperCDMS56. Currently leading limits in Fig. 1 (see legend), the
neutrino ‘floor’20, and the post-LHC-Run1 minimal-SUSY allowed
contours21 are overlaid in solid curves for comparison. The di�erent
crossings of the experimental sensitivities and the neutrino floor at around
a few GeV/c2 are primarily due to di�erent threshold assumptions.

cross checks from indirect and collider searches (for example, see
SUSY contours from Figs 1 and 4). This calls strongly for a world-
wide multi-faceted programme for dark matter detection. Finally,
one cannot ignore the importance of those null searches which
have been setting tighter constraints to many theoretical models,

and which may eventually direct us on a completely di�erent path
towards understanding this mysterious component of our Universe.
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[Tucker-Smith and Weiner]

Can be endothermic (iDM) or exothermic 
[Graham, Harnik, Rajendran, Saraswat]



Inelastic scattering of DM
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[Tucker-Smith and Weiner]

Can be endothermic (iDM) or exothermic 
[Graham, Harnik, Rajendran, Saraswat]

Mass splitting frontier 
“Photon Phrontier”



Inelastic Dark Matter (iDM) [Tucker-Smith and Weiner]
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<latexit sha1_base64="MYkejBsCj2ntSYN0GO1AlITR5pI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MYkejBsCj2ntSYN0GO1AlITR5pI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MYkejBsCj2ntSYN0GO1AlITR5pI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MYkejBsCj2ntSYN0GO1AlITR5pI=">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</latexit>

(Suppress all thoughts of DAMA, impure or otherwise)
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<latexit sha1_base64="Lv6KYMyqeGqKS5alC91EM2zwupc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lv6KYMyqeGqKS5alC91EM2zwupc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lv6KYMyqeGqKS5alC91EM2zwupc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lv6KYMyqeGqKS5alC91EM2zwupc=">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</latexit>



Inelastic kinematics
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m� = 50GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="ETgaIy+3/8gnwa6adakOnRRrWBI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ETgaIy+3/8gnwa6adakOnRRrWBI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ETgaIy+3/8gnwa6adakOnRRrWBI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ETgaIy+3/8gnwa6adakOnRRrWBI=">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</latexit>

m� = 1TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="YfidD3MFITTFPjH8LbsbJS7bSZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YfidD3MFITTFPjH8LbsbJS7bSZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YfidD3MFITTFPjH8LbsbJS7bSZo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YfidD3MFITTFPjH8LbsbJS7bSZo=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2: The energy recoil boundaries for inelastic DM with splitting � = 100 keV (dashed) and
200 keV (dotted) scattering o↵ xenon and tungsten. From right to left, the orange, green, blue,
and red curves denote available scattering phase space for mX = 0.05, 0.2, 1, 10 TeV dark matter,
respectively. Dark matter masses mX > 10 TeV are nearly indistinguishable from the mX = 10 TeV
curve due to the reduced mass µ ' mN . As in Fig. 1, horizontal lines indicate the maximum recoil
energies of CRESST II, LUX, PandaX II, and XENON100.

asymptotes to the maximum recoil energy for elastic scattering once ER � �. The minimum velocity
to scatter at any recoil energy is determined by the apex of the parabola
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where this expression is valid up to corrections of O(E0/mX , �/mX), which are negligible for fixed-
target terrestrial experiments and mX � GeV. The mass dependence of the kinematics is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

The simple expressions for the apex make it easy to qualitatively understand how the kinematical
range shifts with respect to the dark matter mass, the target mass, and the inelastic splitting. For
example, in the case of heavy dark matter mX � mN ,
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the minimum velocity scales as 1/
p
mN , which makes it clear why argon experiments have essentially

no sensitivity to the inelastic frontier. Also, the typical recoil energy is determined just by �,
independently of the dark matter mass and the target nucleus. Therefore, experiments that employ
a maximum ER that is less than � are severely limiting their sensitivity. This is illustrated in the
figure by the maximum ER that existing analyses from LUX, PandaX, and XENON100 use to set
their bounds. By only accepting events with recoil energies smaller than ⇠ 50 keV, these analyses
are necessarily restricted to inelastic mass splittings less than 200 keV.
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Figure 2: The energy recoil boundaries for inelastic DM with splitting � = 100 keV (dashed) and
200 keV (dotted) scattering o↵ xenon and tungsten. From right to left, the orange, green, blue,
and red curves denote available scattering phase space for mX = 0.05, 0.2, 1, 10 TeV dark matter,
respectively. Dark matter masses mX > 10 TeV are nearly indistinguishable from the mX = 10 TeV
curve due to the reduced mass µ ' mN . As in Fig. 1, horizontal lines indicate the maximum recoil
energies of CRESST II, LUX, PandaX II, and XENON100.
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a maximum ER that is less than � are severely limiting their sensitivity. This is illustrated in the
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their bounds. By only accepting events with recoil energies smaller than ⇠ 50 keV, these analyses
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1 TeV DM, Xe

� . 300 keV. By including larger nuclear recoil energies in future analyses, the combined reach of
these experiments can be extended to � ⇠ 550 keV, and the iodine based-results can be improved
upon by over an order of magnitude in much of the parameter space, just using present xenon
exposures. Moreover, our study reveals that because tungsten is the heaviest element currently
employed in dark matter experiments, experiments like CRESST can probe the largest inelastic dark
matter mass splitting.2

There are now many examples of well-motivated dark matter models that predict sizable inelastic
mass splittings, in this work we will consider three examples. A supersymmetric example is Higgsino
dark matter with O(100) keV mass splittings between the Higgsino states induced by mixing with
very heavy, or carefully tuned, neutralinos. In this case the coupling to the nucleus is through Z

exchange. For our second example, we consider DM-nucleus interactions that take place through
photon exchange. Specifically, we will focus on magnetic inelastic dark matter (MIDM) [18, 20],
where the DM-photon coupling is a transition dipole operator, between states split by O(100) keV.
In our third example, the state exchanged during direct detection is a dark photon of mass ⇠ 0.1�10
GeV; here the dark sector inelastic splitting arises from coupling to the scalar that makes the dark
photon massive. Further details on these models will be given in Sec. 5.

The setup of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we explore the kinematics of inelastic
scattering, particularly studying how detector nuclear recoil energies and velocity phase space a↵ect
searches for dark matter with a large inelastic mass splitting. In Sec. 3, we examine the dark matter-
nuclear scattering rate at large inelastic mass splittings and recoil energies for xenon and tungsten
targets. Sec. 4 finds how existing and prospective dark matter direct detection analyses can bound
inelastic dark matter. In Sec. 5, we explore a number of dark matter models that give rise to a large
inelastic mass splitting. In Sec. 6, we note that four events recently observed in the ER = 30-120 keV
recoil energy band at CRESST would be consistent with 1 TeV WIMP-like dark matter with a
⇠ 200 keV mass splitting. In Sec. 7 we conclude.

2 Inelastic Kinematics

To begin, we examine kinematic properties of inelastic dark matter (see e.g. [2,6,12,24,25] for prior
discussion). Here we will scrutinize the impact of dark matter inelastic mass splitting � and dark
matter velocity v on the spectrum of expected nuclear recoil event energies at fixed target dark
matter searches. The kinetic energy of a dark matter particle is E0 = 1

2
mXv

2, where the velocity v

is in the laboratory frame. In the non-relativistic limit appropriate for dark matter scattering, the
recoil energy is

ER =
µ

mN

h�
µv

2 cos2 ✓lab � �
�
± (µv2 cos2 ✓lab)

1/2
�
µv

2 cos2 ✓lab � 2�
�1/2i

,

where ✓lab is the scattering angle in the laboratory frame, and µ is the reduced mass of dark matter
and the nucleus. We illustrate the kinematically allowed space of recoil energies as a function of
velocity in Fig. 1. The contours correspond to maximal scattering angle, i.e., cos2 ✓lab = 1. In this
figure, we show several target elements for a fixed dark matter mass mX = 1TeV and several di↵erent
inelastic splittings.

Notice that there is both a lower bound and an upper bound on the recoil energy, assuming
a maximum incoming terrestrial dark matter speed. Unsurprisingly, the maximum recoil energy

2
The heavier element thallium (A = 205) is used as a doping agent in the DAMA [22] and KIMS [23] experiments,

with O(10
�3

) concentrations. This impurity is too small to provide a meaningful bound but has been investigated in

the past as a possible inelastic explanation of the DAMA excess [24].

3

Nuclear recoil energy

DM speed in lab frame

Lab scattering angle 

v

ER



Inelastic Dark Matter (iDM)

•Requires “large” momentum exchange to upscatter
•Favours high velocity tail of phase space distribution
•Increased modulation
•Prefers heavy targets e.g. iodine, xenon, tungsten,..
•Recoil spectrum has a peak 
•Sensitivity increased by going to higher recoil
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5

TABLE I. Predicted background rates in the fiducial volume
(0.9–5.3 keVee) [31]. We show contributions from the �-
rays of detector components (including those cosmogenically
activated), the time-weighted contribution of activated
xenon, 222Rn (best estimate 0.2 mDRUee from 222Rn chain
measurements) and 85Kr. The errors shown are both
from simulation statistics and those derived from the rate
measurements of time-dependent backgrounds. 1 mDRUee is
10�3 events/keVee/kg/day.

Source Background rate, mDRUee

�-rays 1.8± 0.2stat ± 0.3sys
127Xe 0.5± 0.02stat ± 0.1sys
214Pb 0.11–0.22 (90% C. L.)
85Kr 0.13± 0.07sys

Total predicted 2.6± 0.2stat ± 0.4sys
Total observed 3.6± 0.3stat

distribution [31], and the expectations based on the
screening results and the independent assay of the
natural Kr concentration of 3.5 ± 1 ppt (g/g) in the
xenon gas [36] where we assume an isotopic abundance
of 85Kr/natKr ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�11 [31, 34]. Isotopes created
through cosmogenic production were also considered,
including measured levels of 60Co in Cu components.
In situ measurements determined additional intrinsic
background levels in xenon from 214Pb (from the 222Rn
decay chain) [32], and cosmogenically-produced 127Xe
(T1/2 = 36.4 days), 129mXe (T1/2 = 8.9 days), and
131mXe (T1/2 = 11.9 days). The rate from 127Xe in the
WIMP search energy window is estimated to decay from
0.87 mDRUee at the start of the WIMP search dataset
to 0.28 mDRUee at the end, with late-time background
measurements being consistent with those originating
primarily from the long-lived radioisotopes.

The neutron background in LUX is predicted from
detailed detector BG simulations to produce 0.06 single
scatters with S1 between 2 and 30 phe in the 85.3 live-
day dataset. This was considered too low to include in
the PLR. The value was constrained by multiple-scatter
analysis in the data, with a conservative 90% upper C.L.
placed on the number of expected neutron single scatters
of 0.37 events.

We observed 160 events between 2 and 30 phe (S1)
within the fiducial volume in 85.3 live-days of search
data (shown in Fig. 4), with all observed events being
consistent with the predicted background of electron
recoils. The average discrimination (with 50% NR
acceptance) for S1 from 2-30 phe is 99.6 ± 0.1%, hence
0.64 ± 0.16 events from ER leakage are expected below
the NR mean, for the search dataset. The spatial
distribution of the events matches that expected from the
ER backgrounds in full detector simulations. We select
the upper bound of 30 phe (S1) for the signal estimation
analysis to avoid additional background from the 5 keVee

x-ray from 127Xe.
Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-

nucleon cross section are set using a profile likelihood
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FIG. 4. The LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the
118 kg fiducial volume during the 85.3 live-day exposure are
shown. Lines as shown in Fig. 3, with vertical dashed cyan
lines showing the 2-30 phe range used for the signal estimation
analysis.

ratio (PLR) test statistic [37], exploiting the separation
of signal and background distributions in four physical
quantities: radius, depth, light (S1), and charge (S2).
The fit is made over the parameter of interest plus
three Gaussian-constrained nuisance parameters which
encode uncertainty in the rates of 127Xe, �-rays from
internal components and the combination of 214Pb and
85Kr. The distributions, in the observed quantities, of
the four model components are as described above and
do not vary in the fit: with the non-uniform spatial
distributions of �-ray backgrounds and x-ray lines from
127Xe obtained from energy-deposition simulations [31].
The PLR operates within the fiducial region but the
spatial background models were validated using data
from outside the fiducial volume.

The energy spectrum of WIMP-nucleus recoils is
modeled using a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity
distribution [38], with v0 = 220 km/s; vesc = 544 km/s;
⇢0 = 0.3 GeV/cm3; average Earth velocity of 245 km s�1,
and Helm form factor [39, 40]. We conservatively
model no signal below 3.0 keVnr (the lowest energy for
which a direct light yield measurement exists [30, 41],
whereas indirect evidence of charge yield exists down
to 1 keVnr [42]). We do not profile the uncertainties
in NR yield, assuming a model which provides excellent
agreement with LUX data (Fig. 1 and Fig. 6), in addition
to being conservative compared to past works [23]. We
also do not account for uncertainties in astrophysical
parameters, which are beyond the scope of this work (but
are discussed in [43]). Signal models in S1 and S2 are
obtained for each WIMP mass from full simulations.

The observed PLR for zero signal is entirely consistent
with its simulated distribution, giving a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.35. The 90% C. L.

LUX
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blinding cut. The ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER
calibration data, also taking into account event leakage
into the signal region. A benchmark WIMP search re-
gion to quantify the background expectation and to be
used for the maximum gap analysis was defined from 6.6-
30.5 keVnr (3-20PE) in energy, by an upper 99.75% ER
rejection line in the discrimination parameter space, and
by the lines corresponding to S2>150 PE and a lower line
at ⇠97% acceptance from neutron calibration data (see
lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the ex-
pected background for the WIMP search. The first is de-
termined from Monte Carlo simulations, using the mea-
sured intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector
and shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron back-
ground from (↵, n) and spontaneous fission reactions, as
well as from muons, taking into account the muon energy
and angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from
these neutron sources is (0.17+0.12

�0.07 ) events for the given
exposure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region.
About 70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from � and � activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn
and 85Kr. The latter background is most critical since it
cannot be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark
matter search reported here, a major e↵ort was made to
reduce the 85Kr contamination which a↵ected the sensi-
tivity of the previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER
background from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibra-
tion data is used, with >35 times more statistics in the
relevant energy range than in the dark matter data. The
calibration data is scaled to the dark matter exposure by
normalizing it to the number of events seen above the
blinding cut in the energy region of interest. The ma-
jority of ER background events is Gaussian distributed
in the discrimination parameter space, with a few events
leaking anomalously into the NR band. These anoma-
lous events can be due to double scatters with one energy
deposition inside the TPC and another one in a charge
insensitive region, such that the prompt S1 signal from
the two scatters is combined with only one charge signal
S2. Following the observed distribution in the calibration
data, the anomalous leakage events were parametrized by
a constant (exponential) function in the discrimination
parameter (S1 space). The ER background estimate in-
cluding Gaussian and anomalous events is (0.79 ± 0.16)
in the benchmark region, leading to a total background
expectation of (1.0± 0.2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis em-
ploys the same assumptions and input spectra from MC
and calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed
prior to unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on
the vetoed data from 6.6-43.3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the
benchmark WIMP search region, see Fig. 2. With en-

ergies of 7.1 keVnr (3.3 PE) and 7.8 keVnr (3.8 PE) both
fall into the lowest PE bin used for this analysis. The
waveforms for both events are of high quality and their
S2/S1 value is at the lower edge of the NR band from
neutron calibration. There are no leakage events below
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FIG. 2: (Top) Event distribution in the discrimination param-
eter space log10(S2b/S1), flattened by subtracting the distri-
bution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all analysis
cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6.6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43.3 keVnr (3-30 PE) and the benchmark WIMP search region
is limited to 30.5 keVnr (3-20PE). The negligible impact of the
S2>150PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted
blue line and the signal region is restricted by a lower bor-
der running along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard
S2b/S1 discrimination cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the
benchmark WIMP search region from above (dotted green)
but is only used to cross check the PL inference. The his-
togram in red/gray indicates the NR band from the neutron
calibration. Two events fall into the benchmark region where
(1.0 ± 0.2) are expected from background. (Bottom) Spatial
event distribution inside the TPC using a 6.6-43.3 keVnr en-
ergy window. The 34 kg fiducial volume is indicated by the
red dashed line. Gray points are above the 99.75% rejection
line, black circles fall below.

XENON100

Experiment Exposure [tonne-days] Energy range [keVnr] Candidate DM events Refs.

PICO 1.3 7-20–O(1)MeV 0 [29]
LUX 14 1–30 0 [30]
PandaX 33 1–30 1 [31]
CRESST 0.052 30–120 4 [33]

Table 1: Summary of experimental results. For CRESST, the upper bound on their signal region
was 40 keV, but all events up to 120 keV were shown in Ref. [33], see Sec. 6. For PICO the lower
bound was not constant over the course of the data taking, but varied from ⇠ 7 to ⇠ 20 keV.

�n, which we constrain using results from several direct detection experiments. The experiments we
consider are listed in Table 1. The LUX collaboration’s most recent published result found 0 nuclear
recoil events consistent with a DM signal in a 1 � 30 keV recoil energy window after 1.4 ⇥ 104 kg
days of running [30]. The PandaX II experiment has observed only 1 nuclear recoil event inside a
1� 30 keV recoil energy window for 3.3⇥ 104 kg days of exposure [31]. This PandaX result matches
a recently reported bound from a similar LUX exposure [40]. For tungsten, we use some of the latest
results from CRESST II: 4 signal-like events in a 30-120 keV window after 52.2 kg days.4 In the
case of PICO [29] (iodine), events with recoil energies between ⇠ 7 � 103 keV were accepted over
⇠ 1300 kg days. For convenience, these integrated exposures and recoil energy bands are presented
in Table 1. Assuming only statistical uncertainties and keeping the volume and energy intervals of
the experiments fixed, the 90% confidence level bound is 2.3 events if no events are observed, 3.9
events if one events is observed, or 6.7 events if four events are observed.5

To find the currently constrained �n as a function of �, we integrate Eq. (6) over the same energy
region as the experiments, i.e. 1 � 30 keV for xenon, 30 � 120 keV for tungsten, etc. For simplicity
we assume the earth’s speed was constant at 232 km/s during the whole period of data taking of
each experiment. In addition to the experimental parameters presented in Table 1 one must take
into account that in the case of CRESST (PICO) only ⇠ 64% (⇠ 65%) of the target’s mass is in the
form of tungsten (iodine), and that each experiment (including LUX-PandaX) has a recoil-energy
dependent e�ciency to register nuclear recoils. CRESST requires a simple rescaling of the exposure,
whereas to account for the e�ciency of the other experiments we rescale our bounds by an overall
constant factor. For PICO this rescale factor is chosen such that at mX = 1 TeV and � = 0 keV,
our bounds agree with those presented by the PICO collaboration. The “LUX-PandaX 2016” curves
are normalized to a �n = 2 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 bound at mX = 1 TeV and � = 0 keV. For CRESST
we use an overall e�ciency of 64% [33]. As mentioned above, PICO varied its threshold energy
throughout its period of data taking. We approximate this behavior by using a fixed lower threshold
of ER = 10 keV, and again rescale to agree with the published PICO bounds at � = 0 keV. The
resulting bounds on the scattering cross section, �n, are shown in the left two panels of Fig. 5. The
bands correspond to varying the DM escape velocity within the 90% confidence interval around its
central value, vesc = 533+54

�41
km/s.

To determine the reach in the (�n, �) plane that is obtainable by looking at high recoil energy
data, we repeat the calculation but integrate up to 500 keV in recoil energy, using the same rescaling

4
The CRESST II analysis strictly considers a recoil energy band ER = 0.3� 40 keV that had a large contamination

from backgrounds at the low end of this range. Since CRESST has shown their recoil energy data out to 120 keV [33],

we employ the energy window 30-120 keV.
5
Technically, LUX and PandaX employ profile likelihood methods to address their backgrounds, rather than simple

cut-and-count.
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TABLE I. Predicted background rates in the fiducial volume
(0.9–5.3 keVee) [31]. We show contributions from the �-
rays of detector components (including those cosmogenically
activated), the time-weighted contribution of activated
xenon, 222Rn (best estimate 0.2 mDRUee from 222Rn chain
measurements) and 85Kr. The errors shown are both
from simulation statistics and those derived from the rate
measurements of time-dependent backgrounds. 1 mDRUee is
10�3 events/keVee/kg/day.

Source Background rate, mDRUee

�-rays 1.8± 0.2stat ± 0.3sys
127Xe 0.5± 0.02stat ± 0.1sys
214Pb 0.11–0.22 (90% C. L.)
85Kr 0.13± 0.07sys

Total predicted 2.6± 0.2stat ± 0.4sys
Total observed 3.6± 0.3stat

distribution [31], and the expectations based on the
screening results and the independent assay of the
natural Kr concentration of 3.5 ± 1 ppt (g/g) in the
xenon gas [36] where we assume an isotopic abundance
of 85Kr/natKr ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�11 [31, 34]. Isotopes created
through cosmogenic production were also considered,
including measured levels of 60Co in Cu components.
In situ measurements determined additional intrinsic
background levels in xenon from 214Pb (from the 222Rn
decay chain) [32], and cosmogenically-produced 127Xe
(T1/2 = 36.4 days), 129mXe (T1/2 = 8.9 days), and
131mXe (T1/2 = 11.9 days). The rate from 127Xe in the
WIMP search energy window is estimated to decay from
0.87 mDRUee at the start of the WIMP search dataset
to 0.28 mDRUee at the end, with late-time background
measurements being consistent with those originating
primarily from the long-lived radioisotopes.

The neutron background in LUX is predicted from
detailed detector BG simulations to produce 0.06 single
scatters with S1 between 2 and 30 phe in the 85.3 live-
day dataset. This was considered too low to include in
the PLR. The value was constrained by multiple-scatter
analysis in the data, with a conservative 90% upper C.L.
placed on the number of expected neutron single scatters
of 0.37 events.

We observed 160 events between 2 and 30 phe (S1)
within the fiducial volume in 85.3 live-days of search
data (shown in Fig. 4), with all observed events being
consistent with the predicted background of electron
recoils. The average discrimination (with 50% NR
acceptance) for S1 from 2-30 phe is 99.6 ± 0.1%, hence
0.64 ± 0.16 events from ER leakage are expected below
the NR mean, for the search dataset. The spatial
distribution of the events matches that expected from the
ER backgrounds in full detector simulations. We select
the upper bound of 30 phe (S1) for the signal estimation
analysis to avoid additional background from the 5 keVee

x-ray from 127Xe.
Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-

nucleon cross section are set using a profile likelihood
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FIG. 4. The LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the
118 kg fiducial volume during the 85.3 live-day exposure are
shown. Lines as shown in Fig. 3, with vertical dashed cyan
lines showing the 2-30 phe range used for the signal estimation
analysis.

ratio (PLR) test statistic [37], exploiting the separation
of signal and background distributions in four physical
quantities: radius, depth, light (S1), and charge (S2).
The fit is made over the parameter of interest plus
three Gaussian-constrained nuisance parameters which
encode uncertainty in the rates of 127Xe, �-rays from
internal components and the combination of 214Pb and
85Kr. The distributions, in the observed quantities, of
the four model components are as described above and
do not vary in the fit: with the non-uniform spatial
distributions of �-ray backgrounds and x-ray lines from
127Xe obtained from energy-deposition simulations [31].
The PLR operates within the fiducial region but the
spatial background models were validated using data
from outside the fiducial volume.

The energy spectrum of WIMP-nucleus recoils is
modeled using a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity
distribution [38], with v0 = 220 km/s; vesc = 544 km/s;
⇢0 = 0.3 GeV/cm3; average Earth velocity of 245 km s�1,
and Helm form factor [39, 40]. We conservatively
model no signal below 3.0 keVnr (the lowest energy for
which a direct light yield measurement exists [30, 41],
whereas indirect evidence of charge yield exists down
to 1 keVnr [42]). We do not profile the uncertainties
in NR yield, assuming a model which provides excellent
agreement with LUX data (Fig. 1 and Fig. 6), in addition
to being conservative compared to past works [23]. We
also do not account for uncertainties in astrophysical
parameters, which are beyond the scope of this work (but
are discussed in [43]). Signal models in S1 and S2 are
obtained for each WIMP mass from full simulations.

The observed PLR for zero signal is entirely consistent
with its simulated distribution, giving a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.35. The 90% C. L.

LUX
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blinding cut. The ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER
calibration data, also taking into account event leakage
into the signal region. A benchmark WIMP search re-
gion to quantify the background expectation and to be
used for the maximum gap analysis was defined from 6.6-
30.5 keVnr (3-20PE) in energy, by an upper 99.75% ER
rejection line in the discrimination parameter space, and
by the lines corresponding to S2>150 PE and a lower line
at ⇠97% acceptance from neutron calibration data (see
lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the ex-
pected background for the WIMP search. The first is de-
termined from Monte Carlo simulations, using the mea-
sured intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector
and shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron back-
ground from (↵, n) and spontaneous fission reactions, as
well as from muons, taking into account the muon energy
and angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from
these neutron sources is (0.17+0.12

�0.07 ) events for the given
exposure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region.
About 70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from � and � activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn
and 85Kr. The latter background is most critical since it
cannot be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark
matter search reported here, a major e↵ort was made to
reduce the 85Kr contamination which a↵ected the sensi-
tivity of the previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER
background from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibra-
tion data is used, with >35 times more statistics in the
relevant energy range than in the dark matter data. The
calibration data is scaled to the dark matter exposure by
normalizing it to the number of events seen above the
blinding cut in the energy region of interest. The ma-
jority of ER background events is Gaussian distributed
in the discrimination parameter space, with a few events
leaking anomalously into the NR band. These anoma-
lous events can be due to double scatters with one energy
deposition inside the TPC and another one in a charge
insensitive region, such that the prompt S1 signal from
the two scatters is combined with only one charge signal
S2. Following the observed distribution in the calibration
data, the anomalous leakage events were parametrized by
a constant (exponential) function in the discrimination
parameter (S1 space). The ER background estimate in-
cluding Gaussian and anomalous events is (0.79 ± 0.16)
in the benchmark region, leading to a total background
expectation of (1.0± 0.2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis em-
ploys the same assumptions and input spectra from MC
and calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed
prior to unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on
the vetoed data from 6.6-43.3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the
benchmark WIMP search region, see Fig. 2. With en-

ergies of 7.1 keVnr (3.3 PE) and 7.8 keVnr (3.8 PE) both
fall into the lowest PE bin used for this analysis. The
waveforms for both events are of high quality and their
S2/S1 value is at the lower edge of the NR band from
neutron calibration. There are no leakage events below
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eter space log10(S2b/S1), flattened by subtracting the distri-
bution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all analysis
cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6.6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43.3 keVnr (3-30 PE) and the benchmark WIMP search region
is limited to 30.5 keVnr (3-20PE). The negligible impact of the
S2>150PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted
blue line and the signal region is restricted by a lower bor-
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benchmark WIMP search region from above (dotted green)
but is only used to cross check the PL inference. The his-
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(1.0 ± 0.2) are expected from background. (Bottom) Spatial
event distribution inside the TPC using a 6.6-43.3 keVnr en-
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red dashed line. Gray points are above the 99.75% rejection
line, black circles fall below.
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disequilibrium in the decay chain. The predicted back-
ground rate in the energy region below 100 keV is shown
in Figure 10 as a function of the 222Rn concentration in
the LXe.

A background contribution from each intrinsic radioac-
tive source of less than 10�3 events·kg�1·day�1·keV�1,
which is used as a reference value, translates into a con-
centration of natKr below 50 ppt, and an activity of 222Rn
in LXe of <20 µBq/kg in the entire target mass of 62 kg.
The background from 222Rn daughters in the LXe can
be reduced by a fiducial volume cut, removing decays at
the edge of the target volume which are likely to pro-
duce high energy gamma rays with a longer mean free
path which escape the target volume. For the 40 kg
and 30 kg fiducial volumes, a background level of 10�3

events·kg�1·day�1·keV�1 corresponds to 35 µBq/kg.

VI. COMPARISON OF THE PREDICTIONS
WITH THE MEASURED DATA

During the commissioning run in Fall 2009 [5], the level
of krypton in the LXe has been measured with a de-
layed coincidence analysis using a decay channel where
85Kr undergoes a beta-decay with Emax = 173.4 keV to
85mRb (⌧ = 1.46 µs), which in turn decays to the ground
state emitting a gamma-ray with an energy of 514 keV.
The concentration of natKr in the LXe determined with
this technique is 143+130

�90 ppt [mol/mol], assuming a 85Kr
abundance of 10�11.

The 222Rn level in the LXe has been determined us-
ing a beta-alpha time coincidence analysis, where events
corresponding to the decays of 214Bi (T1/2 = 19.7 min,
Emax = 3.27 MeV) and 214Po (T1/2 = 164 µs,
E↵ = 7.69 MeV) are tagged. Based on this analysis, the

upper limit on the 222Rn activity in LXe is <21 µBq/kg.

The volumetric activity of 222Rn inside the shield cav-
ity has been continuously monitored during this commis-
sioning run and was always below 1 Bq/m3.

A comparison of the measured background spectrum
and the Monte Carlo simulation for the 30 kg fidu-
cial volume without veto cut is shown in Figure 11.
The energy region below 100 keV is shown separately
in Figure 12. For optimal energy resolution and im-
proved linearity, the energy scale of the measured spec-
trum exploits the anti-correlation between the light and
the charge [16]: S1 and S2 are combined according
to E = S1/4.4 + S2/132.6 [keV]. The simulated spec-
trum is smeared with a Gaussian function using the
energy resolution measured with calibration sources:
�(E)
E = 0.009 + 0.485/

p
E [keV]. The contribution from

the detector and shield materials is scaled based on the
screening values shown in Table I. The upper limits from
materials screening are used as fixed values for the scal-
ing. For the level of 222Rn in the shield cavity we used
the value measured with a dedicated radon monitor, and
for the 222Rn level in the LXe - the value determined
with the delayed coincidence analysis. The level of kryp-
ton has been inferred from the best fit of the simulated
to the measured spectrum, and is in agreement with the
value obtained from the delayed coincidence method.

Very good agreement of the background model with
the data is achieved for the low energy region, below
700 keV, and for the main peaks: 214Pb (352 keV),
208Tl (583 keV), 137Cs (662 keV), 60Co (1173 and
1332 keV), and 40K (1460 keV). In particular, simulated
and measured background spectra agree well in the en-
ergy region of interest, below 100 keV (Figure 12). The
predicted rates of single scatter electronic recoil events in
the energy region of interest are presented in Table IV.

XENON100

Experiment Exposure [tonne-days] Energy range [keVnr] Candidate DM events Refs.

PICO 1.3 7-20–O(1)MeV 0 [29]
LUX 14 1–30 0 [30]
PandaX 33 1–30 1 [31]
CRESST 0.052 30–120 4 [33]

Table 1: Summary of experimental results. For CRESST, the upper bound on their signal region
was 40 keV, but all events up to 120 keV were shown in Ref. [33], see Sec. 6. For PICO the lower
bound was not constant over the course of the data taking, but varied from ⇠ 7 to ⇠ 20 keV.

�n, which we constrain using results from several direct detection experiments. The experiments we
consider are listed in Table 1. The LUX collaboration’s most recent published result found 0 nuclear
recoil events consistent with a DM signal in a 1 � 30 keV recoil energy window after 1.4 ⇥ 104 kg
days of running [30]. The PandaX II experiment has observed only 1 nuclear recoil event inside a
1� 30 keV recoil energy window for 3.3⇥ 104 kg days of exposure [31]. This PandaX result matches
a recently reported bound from a similar LUX exposure [40]. For tungsten, we use some of the latest
results from CRESST II: 4 signal-like events in a 30-120 keV window after 52.2 kg days.4 In the
case of PICO [29] (iodine), events with recoil energies between ⇠ 7 � 103 keV were accepted over
⇠ 1300 kg days. For convenience, these integrated exposures and recoil energy bands are presented
in Table 1. Assuming only statistical uncertainties and keeping the volume and energy intervals of
the experiments fixed, the 90% confidence level bound is 2.3 events if no events are observed, 3.9
events if one events is observed, or 6.7 events if four events are observed.5

To find the currently constrained �n as a function of �, we integrate Eq. (6) over the same energy
region as the experiments, i.e. 1 � 30 keV for xenon, 30 � 120 keV for tungsten, etc. For simplicity
we assume the earth’s speed was constant at 232 km/s during the whole period of data taking of
each experiment. In addition to the experimental parameters presented in Table 1 one must take
into account that in the case of CRESST (PICO) only ⇠ 64% (⇠ 65%) of the target’s mass is in the
form of tungsten (iodine), and that each experiment (including LUX-PandaX) has a recoil-energy
dependent e�ciency to register nuclear recoils. CRESST requires a simple rescaling of the exposure,
whereas to account for the e�ciency of the other experiments we rescale our bounds by an overall
constant factor. For PICO this rescale factor is chosen such that at mX = 1 TeV and � = 0 keV,
our bounds agree with those presented by the PICO collaboration. The “LUX-PandaX 2016” curves
are normalized to a �n = 2 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 bound at mX = 1 TeV and � = 0 keV. For CRESST
we use an overall e�ciency of 64% [33]. As mentioned above, PICO varied its threshold energy
throughout its period of data taking. We approximate this behavior by using a fixed lower threshold
of ER = 10 keV, and again rescale to agree with the published PICO bounds at � = 0 keV. The
resulting bounds on the scattering cross section, �n, are shown in the left two panels of Fig. 5. The
bands correspond to varying the DM escape velocity within the 90% confidence interval around its
central value, vesc = 533+54

�41
km/s.

To determine the reach in the (�n, �) plane that is obtainable by looking at high recoil energy
data, we repeat the calculation but integrate up to 500 keV in recoil energy, using the same rescaling

4
The CRESST II analysis strictly considers a recoil energy band ER = 0.3� 40 keV that had a large contamination

from backgrounds at the low end of this range. Since CRESST has shown their recoil energy data out to 120 keV [33],

we employ the energy window 30-120 keV.
5
Technically, LUX and PandaX employ profile likelihood methods to address their backgrounds, rather than simple

cut-and-count.
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e�ciencies as before. In the case of PICO, which collects events with recoil energies up to ⇠ 1 MeV,
no improvement is possible. For LUX-PandaX and CRESST, with no high-recoil background publicly
available, we assume zero background events in the high energy bins, i.e that LUX-PandaX contains
no events between 30 � 500 keV, and CRESST II observes no events between 120 � 500 keV – but
the overall exposure and e�ciency rescaling factors are kept the same. Since e�ciencies are typically
better at high recoil energy, where the bulk of signal events would reside for large � dark matter, we
anticipate that this rescaling will give conservative results. The resulting sensitivities are shown in
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e�ciencies as before. In the case of PICO, which collects events with recoil energies up to ⇠ 1 MeV,
no improvement is possible. For LUX-PandaX and CRESST, with no high-recoil background publicly
available, we assume zero background events in the high energy bins, i.e that LUX-PandaX contains
no events between 30 � 500 keV, and CRESST II observes no events between 120 � 500 keV – but
the overall exposure and e�ciency rescaling factors are kept the same. Since e�ciencies are typically
better at high recoil energy, where the bulk of signal events would reside for large � dark matter, we
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available, we assume zero background events in the high energy bins, i.e that LUX-PandaX contains
no events between 30 � 500 keV, and CRESST II observes no events between 120 � 500 keV – but
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Appendix: SIGNAL MODEL DETECTOR
RESPONSE TABLE

In this appendix we describe digital tables which can
be used to construct an accurate signal model for this
analysis given any input recoil spectrum dR/dE arising
from a theoretical model. A visualization of the tables is
shown in Fig. 9, and in section 1 we show a simple exam-
ple Python code of how to use the supplied tables. Cur-
rently we provide these tables only for the high-energy
analysis region.

The signal model for the high-energy analysis region
can be expressed analytically in the form:

dR

dcS1
=

Z
dR

dE
· ✏S1(cS1) · ✏S20(E) · pS1(cS1|E) dE

(A.1)

=

Z
dR

dE
G(cS1, E) dE (A.2)

where ✏S1(cS1) and ✏S20(E) represent analysis cut e�-
ciencies, pS1(cS1|E) encodes detector e↵ects, and dR/dE

gives the theoretically predicted nuclear recoil rate from
WIMP scattering. In the second line we emphasis that
all the detector and analysis e↵ects can be encoded in a
single function G(cS1, E). To make a signal prediction
for the bins in our analysis, this expression needs to be
integrated over the appropriate range of cS1 for each bin
(and divided by two to account for the banding structure
in cS2b):

Rbini =
1

2

Z upperi

loweri

dR

dcS1
dcS1 (A.3)

With some simple rearrangement this rate can be written
in terms of an integral over the detector response function
G as follows

Rbini =
1

2

Z
dR

dE

Z upperi

loweri

G(cS1, E) dcS1 dE (A.4)

=

Z
dR

dE
G

0
i(E)dE (A.5)

where in the last line we absorb the factor of 1/2 into
the definition of G

0
i. We see here that the signal rate for

each bin can be expressed as an integral over the recoil
spectrum times a detector response function G

0
i for that

bin. It is these detector response functions which are
shown in Fig. 9, and which we provide digitally for use
by the community. A low-resolution example is given in
Table II. With these tables it is simple to produce a signal
model for our analysis for any theoretical recoil spectrum.
The functions G

0
i are provided for three values of the nui-

sance variable Le↵ , namely the median value and values
at ±1� in Le↵ . From these, along with the measured
background rates given in table I, one may construct a
likelihood which accounts for uncertainties in Le↵ , Alter-
natively simply using the �1� value produces quite an
accurate prediction and is generally conservative.
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iDM—Higgsino model 

Vµ

⇣
�†
1�̄

µ�1 � �†
2�̄

µ�2

⌘
+mD (�1�2 + h.c.)

Dirac fermion coupled to vector, with small Majorana masses

+�1 (�1�1 + h.c.) + �2 (�2�2 + h.c.)

Mass eigenstates only have off-diagonal couplings
e.g. (almost) pure Higgsinos

bosons in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), see e.g. [39, 40]. The electrically-
neutral component of the Higgsino doublets have the same quantum numbers as, and therefore mix
with, other MSSM fermions, such as the singlet bino and SM weak triplet wino. If the wino or
bino masses are much heavier than the Higgsino, as is the case in some “split” supersymmetric
models [41,42], the mass splitting between Higgsino states can be small enough that Higgsinos could
be found in high recoil data already collected at direct detection experiments.

After electroweak symmetry breaking, the Higgsino dark matter sector is composed of two neutral
Majorana fermions (X1, X2) with inter-state mass splitting:

�
H̃
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⇣sin2 ✓W
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+
cos2 ✓W
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⌘
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⇣ 1
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1,2

⌘
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⌘
M2 � M1 � µ
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⇣
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7
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M2

⌘
M1 � M2 � µ

(15)

where M1, M2, and µ are the bino, wino, and Higgsino mass term, respectively and µ ⇠ mX1 ,mX2

in the parameter space of interest. Additionally, lest the reader think that narrow splittings for
Higgsinos only occur in “split” supersymmetry models, from the form of Eq. (15) it is clear that it
is possible to achieve a (fine-tuned) small splitting even if µ ⇠ M1 ⇠ M2, provided M1 and M2 have
opposite sign. The details of how the narrow splitting between the lightest two neutralinos arises
will not concern the remainder of this discussion.

• Relic Abundance: The relic abundance of neutralinos has been studied extensively. For
simplicity, we will assume a spectrum where all superpartners other than the Higgsinos are
decoupled to the point that the inter-Higgsino splitting shrinks to O(100 keV). In this limit,
the contribution to the energy density fraction of the universe from the Higgsinos is [40]

⌦h2 = 0.10
⇣

µ

1TeV

⌘
2

. (16)

The correct abundance therefore requires Higgsinos masses of ⇠ 1.1 TeV, which we will use
throughout this section.

• Cross section: Higgsinos couple to nuclei via the Z boson, and the dark matter-nucleus cross-
section in this case can be parameterized in terms of the Fermi coupling GF and the DM-nucleus
reduced mass µN ,

�
H̃

NX =
G

2

F
µ
2

N

8⇡

�
A� [2� 4s2W]Z

�2
, (17)

where, matching to Eq. 12, the e↵ective per-nucleon cross-section is �n ⇠ 10�39 cm2, with
a precise value that depends upon the nucleus being scattered upon (i.e. the ratio of “A” to
“Z”). In Fig. 5, the cross-sections for Higgsino scattering o↵ nucleons in tungsten and xenon
nuclei are indicated with a horizontal line. Thus, we see that Higgsinos with inelastic mass
splittings up to 220 (300) keV could be excluded with presently available PICO data (analysis
of LUX-PandaX high recoil data). Finally, a future tungsten-based experiment with much
larger exposure than CRESST has the potential to probe Higgsino DM with mass splittings
up to ⇠ 550 keV.

• Loop-level elastic scattering: At the nucleon level, tree-level Z exchange leads to Higgsino
inelastic scattering with a cross section
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bosons in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), see e.g. [39, 40]. The electrically-
neutral component of the Higgsino doublets have the same quantum numbers as, and therefore mix
with, other MSSM fermions, such as the singlet bino and SM weak triplet wino. If the wino or
bino masses are much heavier than the Higgsino, as is the case in some “split” supersymmetric
models [41,42], the mass splitting between Higgsino states can be small enough that Higgsinos could
be found in high recoil data already collected at direct detection experiments.
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where M1, M2, and µ are the bino, wino, and Higgsino mass term, respectively and µ ⇠ mX1 ,mX2

in the parameter space of interest. Additionally, lest the reader think that narrow splittings for
Higgsinos only occur in “split” supersymmetry models, from the form of Eq. (15) it is clear that it
is possible to achieve a (fine-tuned) small splitting even if µ ⇠ M1 ⇠ M2, provided M1 and M2 have
opposite sign. The details of how the narrow splitting between the lightest two neutralinos arises
will not concern the remainder of this discussion.

• Relic Abundance: The relic abundance of neutralinos has been studied extensively. For
simplicity, we will assume a spectrum where all superpartners other than the Higgsinos are
decoupled to the point that the inter-Higgsino splitting shrinks to O(100 keV). In this limit,
the contribution to the energy density fraction of the universe from the Higgsinos is [40]
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The correct abundance therefore requires Higgsinos masses of ⇠ 1.1 TeV, which we will use
throughout this section.
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where, matching to Eq. 12, the e↵ective per-nucleon cross-section is �n ⇠ 10�39 cm2, with
a precise value that depends upon the nucleus being scattered upon (i.e. the ratio of “A” to
“Z”). In Fig. 5, the cross-sections for Higgsino scattering o↵ nucleons in tungsten and xenon
nuclei are indicated with a horizontal line. Thus, we see that Higgsinos with inelastic mass
splittings up to 220 (300) keV could be excluded with presently available PICO data (analysis
of LUX-PandaX high recoil data). Finally, a future tungsten-based experiment with much
larger exposure than CRESST has the potential to probe Higgsino DM with mass splittings
up to ⇠ 550 keV.
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FIG. 2: SI cross sections for low-velocity scattering on
the proton as a function of mh, for the pure cases indi-
cated. Here and in the plots below, dark (light) bands
represent 1� uncertainty from pQCD (hadronic inputs).
The vertical band indicates the physical value of mh.

tainty from pQCD (hadronic inputs). Subleading cor-
rections in ratiosmb/mW and ⇤QCD/mc are expected
to be within this error budget. Stronger cancellation
between spin-0 and spin-2 amplitudes in the doublet
case implies a smaller cross section,

�D

SI . 10�48 cm2 (95%C.L.) . (5)

We may also evaluate matrix elements in the nf =
4 flavor theory. Figure 3 shows the results as a func-
tion of the charm scalar matrix element. Cancella-
tion for the doublet is strongest near matrix element
values estimated from pQCD. Direct determination
of this matrix element could make the di↵erence be-
tween a prediction and an upper bound for this (al-
beit small) cross section.

Previous computations of WIMP-nucleon scatter-
ing have focused on a di↵erent mass regime where
other degrees of freedom are relevant [14], or have

neglected the contribution c(2)g from spin-2 gluon op-
erators [2]. For pure states, this would lead to an
O(20%) shift in the spin-2 amplitude [25], with an
underestimation of the perturbative uncertainty by
O(70%). Due to amplitude cancellations, the result-
ing e↵ect on the cross sections in Fig. 2 ranges from
a factor of a few to an order of magnitude.

Mixed-state cross sections. Mixing with an ad-
ditional heavy electroweak multiplet (of mass M 0)
can allow for tree-level Higgs exchange, but with
coupling that may be suppressed by the mass split-
ting � ⌘ (M 0

� M)/2. We systematically analyze
the resulting interplay of mass-suppressed and loop-
suppressed contributions through an EFT analysis in
the regime mW , |�| ⌧ M,M 0.

Consider a mixture of Majorana SU(2)W singlet
of Y = 0 and Dirac SU(2)W doublet of Y = 1
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FIG. 3: SI cross sections for low-velocity scattering on
the proton, evaluated in the nf = 4 flavor theory as a
function of the charm scalar matrix element, for the pure
cases indicated. The pink region corresponds to charm
content estimated from pQCD [9]. The region between
orange (black) dashed lines correspond to direct lattice
determinations in [12] ([13]).

respective masses MS and MD. The heavy-particle
lagrangian is given by (1), where hv = (hS , hD1 , hD2)
is a quintuplet of self-conjugate fields. The gauge
couplings are given in terms of Pauli matrices ⌧a,
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The couplings to the Higgs field and residual mass
matrix are respectively given by

f(H) =
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p
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+ h.c. ,

�m = diag(MS ,MD14)�Mref15 , (7)

where Mref is a reference mass that may be conve-
niently chosen. Upon accounting for masses induced
by EWSB, we may present the lagrangian in terms of
mass eigenstate fields and derive the complete set of
heavy-particle Feynman rules; e.g., the Higgs-WIMP
vertex is given by ig22/

p
2 + (�/2mW )2 �̄v�vh0

with  ⌘
p
2
1 + 2

2 and � ⌘ (MS�MD)/2. We may
also consider a mixture of Majorana SU(2)W triplet
of Y = 0 and Dirac SU(2)W doublet of Y = 1

2 . Ex-
plicit details for the construction of the EFT for these
heavy admixtures can be found in [4].
Upon performing weak-scale matching [4] and map-

ping to a low-energy theory for evaluation of matrix
elements [5], we obtain the results pictured in Fig. 4.
For weakly coupled WIMPs, we consider  . 1. The
presence of a scale separation M,M 0

� mW , im-
plies that the partner state contributes at leading

iDM—loop level elastic rate [Hisano et al.; Hill and Solon]
where ↵W = g

2

W
/(4⇡), mn is the nucleon mass, and we have assumed the DM mass is � mn.

In this case, the exchange of two gauge bosons leads to elastic scattering via a box diagram.
As shown in Ref. [43–46], the double gauge boson exchange processes can be decomposed into
twist-0 and twist-2 pieces, and these subprocesses are additionally suppressed by a factor of the
nucleon mass (or momentum) divided by the W

± mass (at amplitude level). Approximating
the full loop-level cross section with the twist-2 W

± exchange component, the result is
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where fq are hadronic matrix elements and are O(0.1). These factors render the loop-level elas-
tic DM-nucleon scattering cross section closer to 10�47cm2. In further detail, as emphasized
by Ref. [43–46], approximating the cross-section with the W

± box diagram also overestimates
the cross-section, as there is an additional, accidental cancellation between contributions from
twist-0 and twist-2 operators. For SU(2)w doublet DM and mH = 125.7 GeV these cancella-

tions lead to �
H̃

n,loop
. 10�48 cm2.

• Exothermic bounds: Comparing present direct detection limits to the tree-level inelastic Higgsino-
nucleon scattering cross-section we see that the abundance of X2 must satisfy nX2/nX1 .
10�6TeV/mX1 . The Higgsino has a one-loop radiative decay X2 ! X1 + � with width (in the
limit where all other superpartners are decoupled [47]) �X2!X1+� ⇠ ↵em ↵

2

W
�
3
/(4⇡2

m
2

X
) and

a weak scale scattering cross section, �X1X1!X2X2 ⇠ g
4

2
/m

2

X
. Thus, from Eq. (14) it is clear

that detectable Higgsino inelastic scattering will be endothermic.

5.2 Magnetic Inelastic Dark Matter

We now consider a model which again has two Majorana fermions �1,�2 nearby in mass, m�2 = m�1+
� but now their inelastic interaction with the SM is through a magnetic dipole operator [16,18,48,49],

⇣
gM

4

⌘
e

2m�

�2 �µ⌫ �1F
µ⌫
. (20)

Since the DM is Majorana in nature there is no diagonal dipole operator, and only the transition
dipole is allowed. A perturbative UV completion [49] of the theory generates this operator, with
gM ⇠ m�/(8⇡2

M), after integrating out a heavy charged fermion and scalar of mass M that couple
to the DM. However, we have chosen to adopt the operator normalization inspired by proton/neutron
magnetic moments as would be expected if the DM was a composite of a new strongly coupled sector.
In such a model we expect gM ⇠ 1.

• Relic abundance: Above the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking the gauge invariant dipole
operator involves the hypercharge field strength, Bµ⌫ . Thus, in addition to the dipole oper-
ator with the photon (Eq. (20)), one would expect a dipole operator involving the Z boson,
� tan ✓W

�
gM
4

�
e

2m�
�2 �µ⌫ �1Z

µ⌫ . These interactions allow for DM annihilation into pairs of SM

fermions, W+
W

�, and at higher order in the dipole coupling, annihilations to ��, �Z, and ZZ.
The dominant annihilation is into up-type quarks and charged leptons, and for m� ⇠ 1TeV
and gM ⇠ O(1) the annihilation cross section is su�cient for the DM to be a thermal relic. For
larger DM masses or smaller dipole moments the cross section is too small. However, DM can
still be a thermal relic if there are additional annihilation modes, for instance to a light dark
photon which has a very small kinetic mixing with the SM photon.
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We may also evaluate matrix elements in the nf =
4 flavor theory. Figure 3 shows the results as a func-
tion of the charm scalar matrix element. Cancella-
tion for the doublet is strongest near matrix element
values estimated from pQCD. Direct determination
of this matrix element could make the di↵erence be-
tween a prediction and an upper bound for this (al-
beit small) cross section.

Previous computations of WIMP-nucleon scatter-
ing have focused on a di↵erent mass regime where
other degrees of freedom are relevant [14], or have

neglected the contribution c(2)g from spin-2 gluon op-
erators [2]. For pure states, this would lead to an
O(20%) shift in the spin-2 amplitude [25], with an
underestimation of the perturbative uncertainty by
O(70%). Due to amplitude cancellations, the result-
ing e↵ect on the cross sections in Fig. 2 ranges from
a factor of a few to an order of magnitude.

Mixed-state cross sections. Mixing with an ad-
ditional heavy electroweak multiplet (of mass M 0)
can allow for tree-level Higgs exchange, but with
coupling that may be suppressed by the mass split-
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the resulting interplay of mass-suppressed and loop-
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the proton, evaluated in the nf = 4 flavor theory as a
function of the charm scalar matrix element, for the pure
cases indicated. The pink region corresponds to charm
content estimated from pQCD [9]. The region between
orange (black) dashed lines correspond to direct lattice
determinations in [12] ([13]).

respective masses MS and MD. The heavy-particle
lagrangian is given by (1), where hv = (hS , hD1 , hD2)
is a quintuplet of self-conjugate fields. The gauge
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where Mref is a reference mass that may be conve-
niently chosen. Upon accounting for masses induced
by EWSB, we may present the lagrangian in terms of
mass eigenstate fields and derive the complete set of
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plicit details for the construction of the EFT for these
heavy admixtures can be found in [4].
Upon performing weak-scale matching [4] and map-

ping to a low-energy theory for evaluation of matrix
elements [5], we obtain the results pictured in Fig. 4.
For weakly coupled WIMPs, we consider  . 1. The
presence of a scale separation M,M 0
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plies that the partner state contributes at leading
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In this case, the exchange of two gauge bosons leads to elastic scattering via a box diagram.
As shown in Ref. [43–46], the double gauge boson exchange processes can be decomposed into
twist-0 and twist-2 pieces, and these subprocesses are additionally suppressed by a factor of the
nucleon mass (or momentum) divided by the W

± mass (at amplitude level). Approximating
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where fq are hadronic matrix elements and are O(0.1). These factors render the loop-level elas-
tic DM-nucleon scattering cross section closer to 10�47cm2. In further detail, as emphasized
by Ref. [43–46], approximating the cross-section with the W

± box diagram also overestimates
the cross-section, as there is an additional, accidental cancellation between contributions from
twist-0 and twist-2 operators. For SU(2)w doublet DM and mH = 125.7 GeV these cancella-

tions lead to �
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• Exothermic bounds: Comparing present direct detection limits to the tree-level inelastic Higgsino-
nucleon scattering cross-section we see that the abundance of X2 must satisfy nX2/nX1 .
10�6TeV/mX1 . The Higgsino has a one-loop radiative decay X2 ! X1 + � with width (in the
limit where all other superpartners are decoupled [47]) �X2!X1+� ⇠ ↵em ↵
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that detectable Higgsino inelastic scattering will be endothermic.

5.2 Magnetic Inelastic Dark Matter

We now consider a model which again has two Majorana fermions �1,�2 nearby in mass, m�2 = m�1+
� but now their inelastic interaction with the SM is through a magnetic dipole operator [16,18,48,49],
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Since the DM is Majorana in nature there is no diagonal dipole operator, and only the transition
dipole is allowed. A perturbative UV completion [49] of the theory generates this operator, with
gM ⇠ m�/(8⇡2

M), after integrating out a heavy charged fermion and scalar of mass M that couple
to the DM. However, we have chosen to adopt the operator normalization inspired by proton/neutron
magnetic moments as would be expected if the DM was a composite of a new strongly coupled sector.
In such a model we expect gM ⇠ 1.

• Relic abundance: Above the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking the gauge invariant dipole
operator involves the hypercharge field strength, Bµ⌫ . Thus, in addition to the dipole oper-
ator with the photon (Eq. (20)), one would expect a dipole operator involving the Z boson,
� tan ✓W
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µ⌫ . These interactions allow for DM annihilation into pairs of SM

fermions, W+
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�, and at higher order in the dipole coupling, annihilations to ��, �Z, and ZZ.
The dominant annihilation is into up-type quarks and charged leptons, and for m� ⇠ 1TeV
and gM ⇠ O(1) the annihilation cross section is su�cient for the DM to be a thermal relic. For
larger DM masses or smaller dipole moments the cross section is too small. However, DM can
still be a thermal relic if there are additional annihilation modes, for instance to a light dark
photon which has a very small kinetic mixing with the SM photon.
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nucleus we consider in this paper (lead), consistent with the inelastic frontier requirements.
A narrow splitting � = m�0

2
� m�0

1
. 800 keV between the neutral higgsinos occurs when

M1,2 & 107 GeV. The large splitting between the higgsino mass and the electroweak gauginos
could arise naturally as a one-loop radiative correction from a heavy bino – split-Dirac super-
symmetry [31]. The elastic scattering cross section is highly suppressed, ��0

1n
. 10�48 cm2,

due to the twist-2 operator suppression as well as partial the cancellation against Higgs
boson exchange [28, 29]. The excited state neutral higgsino has a one-loop radiative decay
with width (in the limit where all other superpartners are decoupled [32])
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Finally, the inelastic transition �0
1N ! �0

2N is mediated by Z-exchange for the higgsino
that (famously) has a cross section of ⇠ 10�39 cm2 before kinematic suppression from phase
space and nuclear form factors are taken into account. Remarkably, the inelastic kinematics
permit a raw cross section this large once � & 220 keV [check number; cite inelastic
frontier; newer pandax; newer xenon100]. In the narrowly split higgsino model, the inelastic
transition proceeds through Z-exchange, and so therefore the inelastic cross section is fixed.
If we generalize beyond Z exchange, or allow |µ| to take values somewhat smaller or larger
than the relic abundance would suggest, there is larger range of the inelastic scattering
cross section that ought to be considered. As we will see, the detection of photons in
large underground neutrino experiments will extend the reach for inelastic dark matter to
both larger inelastic splittings as well as cross sections that are considerably smaller than
Z-exchange.

3 Luminous Signals

Description in words of where we’re headed:

• Highly inelastic dark matter is strongly directional. Cygnus, cone, etc.

• When dark matter is heavy, it predominantly inelastically scatters off the heaviest
element. The most abundant massive (stable) element in the earth is lead (roughly
10�5 g/g [cite]). Lead, with A ' 210, is heavier than the heaviest elements used in
direct detection experiments (the next heaviest is tungston, A ' 184).
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2N is mediated by Z-exchange for the higgsino
that (famously) has a cross section of ⇠ 10�39 cm2 before kinematic suppression from phase
space and nuclear form factors are taken into account. Remarkably, the inelastic kinematics
permit a raw cross section this large once � & 220 keV [check number; cite inelastic
frontier; newer pandax; newer xenon100]. In the narrowly split higgsino model, the inelastic
transition proceeds through Z-exchange, and so therefore the inelastic cross section is fixed.
If we generalize beyond Z exchange, or allow |µ| to take values somewhat smaller or larger
than the relic abundance would suggest, there is larger range of the inelastic scattering
cross section that ought to be considered. As we will see, the detection of photons in
large underground neutrino experiments will extend the reach for inelastic dark matter to
both larger inelastic splittings as well as cross sections that are considerably smaller than
Z-exchange.

3 Luminous Signals

Description in words of where we’re headed:

• Highly inelastic dark matter is strongly directional. Cygnus, cone, etc.

• When dark matter is heavy, it predominantly inelastically scatters off the heaviest
element. The most abundant massive (stable) element in the earth is lead (roughly
10�5 g/g [cite]). Lead, with A ' 210, is heavier than the heaviest elements used in
direct detection experiments (the next heaviest is tungston, A ' 184).
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Figure 1: A cartoon summarizing the luminous dark matter signal discussed in this work. A heavy
dark matter particle, �1, is coming from the direction of the Cygnus constellation and approaching
Earth with high speed (left). This allows it to upscatter off a (lead) nucleus somewhere within the
Earth, deviating from its direction only slightly (middle). The excited state, �2, decays back to �1

and a photon in an underground detector located on the opposite side of the Earth (right). The
rate for this process would be much lower had the detector been on the Cygnus-facing side of the
planet.

first proposed dark matter which upscatters to an excited state in the rock outside of a detector,
and then decays into a photon that needed to be a few keV, with the goal of explaining the DAMA
annual modulation. Alas, this novel DAMA explanation is ruled out by other direct detection
experiments. Another idea, “dark matter in two easy steps” [11], proposed dark matter which
upscatters into an excited state in lead shielding surrounding a neutrinoless double beta decay
experiment, and then decays into a photon of order one hundred keV. This analysis shares some
similarities with our paper: we both propose that inelastic dark matter is excited by lead outside
of the detector volume, and propose looking for the photon from the decay of the excited state
back into dark matter. Moreover, we both recognize that there is large sidereal-daily modulation
of the rate that can be used to separate signal from background. The main differences between our
analysis and theirs is: we utilize the entire Earth as upscatter material (focusing on upscatters off
lead and iron); and, we consider a large range of photon energies between about 5-600 keV. The
upper end of this range has the weakest constraints from direct detection experiments. The range
75-125 keV, which was the main focus of [11], is significantly constrained by PICO and the high
recoil analysis of XENON100 [14]. Reinterpreting these bounds on the magnetic inelastic transition
strength [14] implies the the characteristic decay length of the excited state exceeds 50 (500) meters
once � <

⇠ 150 (100) keV. At these lengths, the gain from integrating over the trace lead abundance
in the Earth is substantial in comparison to utilizing the close-in concentrated lead shielding of
experiments sensitive to these photon energies.

In this paper we also decouple the upscatter process from the excited state decay. This is
well-motivated, since there are many specific models that can have a large inelastic scattering rate,
small elastic scattering rate, and excited state decay that all proceed through different processes.
Examples include a variety of elementary candidates such as the wino and higgsino [44–47] as well
as composite candidates [48]. The prototypical example model for this paper is the narrowly-split
higgsino that arises from split Dirac supersymmetry [49]: in this model, the abundance of dark
matter matches cosmological observations for m�0

1
⇠ 1 TeV; the neutral higgsino states �0

1,2 are
narrowly split by hundreds of keV; the dominant elastic scattering cross section is exceptionally small
due to the twist-2 operator suppression as well as the cancellation against Higgs boson exchange
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See also “Luminous DM” [Feldstein, Graham, Rajendran] and “DM in 2 Easy Steps” [Pospelov, Weiner, Yavin]

[46, 47]; and, the dominant decay of the excited (neutral) higgsino is indeed �0
2 ! �0

1 � [50]. But,
we emphasize that none of these characteristics are unique to higgsinos – other models could easily
yield similar outcomes.

What kind of detectors have the best sensitivity to photon line emission arising from the
decay �0

2 ! �0
1 �? Dark matter detectors can certainly be sensitive to this signal, and in fact

they are designed to observe much smaller energy depositions. But, these direct detection exper-
iments are smaller in size relative to their neutrino and directional dark matter detector counter-
parts, and they also have significant backgrounds when considering that there is only an electron-
equivalent energy deposition from the photon. At xenon detectors, the background rate before
cutting on a fiducial region is roughly at level of 0.1 events/kg/day/keVee [51,52]. Within the fidu-
cial region, the irreducible background from radioactive impurities (radon and krypton) is roughly
10�3 events/kg/day/keVee [53]. Borexino has a scintillator mass of 278 tons with a “background”
rate of roughly 10�6 events/kg/day/keV [54]. For our purposes in this paper, background means
the genuine radioactive background combined with the solar neutrino “background” (satisfying the
common idiom that yesterday’s signal is today’s background). This low background rate does,
however, rise rapidly for energy depositions below about 250 keV, where the signal must compete
against a large background rate from 14C �-decay, see Fig. 6.

It is clear that the particular material within the detector is not important so long as there is a
high efficiency to absorb the photon from the excited state decay in order to generate a scintillation
signal. Indeed, what maximizes our signal is the instrumented volume of a detector. This suggests
large volume directional dark matter detectors which utilize a gaseous scintillator would be ideally
suited to maximize the sensitivity to the photon deposition, if the backgrounds can be minimized.
Certainly one obvious advantage of a gaseous scintillator is that its much-reduced density automat-
ically reduces backgrounds from scattering, such as from solar neutrinos. Below we also discuss the
opportunities for the proposed CYGNUS detector to probe the photon signal from inelastic dark
matter.

2 Illuminating Inelastic Dark Matter

Inelastic dark matter is characterized by dark matter scattering off nuclei predominantly into an
excited state with an elastic scattering rate below existing bounds. The range of inelastic splittings
allowed by direct detection experiments that probed the nuclear recoil signal resulting from an
inelastic collision was carried out in Ref. [14]. In this paper, our focus is on the detection of the
excited state decay.

2.1 Model-independent requirements

Three basic requirements are needed to have a possibility of experimentally detecting excited state
decay into dark matter:

1. Inelastic scattering �1N ! �2N off (typically heavier) elements in the Earth has a sufficiently
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[46, 47]; and, the dominant decay of the excited (neutral) higgsino is indeed �0
2 ! �0

1 � [50]. But,
we emphasize that none of these characteristics are unique to higgsinos – other models could easily
yield similar outcomes.

What kind of detectors have the best sensitivity to photon line emission arising from the
decay �0

2 ! �0
1 �? Dark matter detectors can certainly be sensitive to this signal, and in fact

they are designed to observe much smaller energy depositions. But, these direct detection exper-
iments are smaller in size relative to their neutrino and directional dark matter detector counter-
parts, and they also have significant backgrounds when considering that there is only an electron-
equivalent energy deposition from the photon. At xenon detectors, the background rate before
cutting on a fiducial region is roughly at level of 0.1 events/kg/day/keVee [51,52]. Within the fidu-
cial region, the irreducible background from radioactive impurities (radon and krypton) is roughly
10�3 events/kg/day/keVee [53]. Borexino has a scintillator mass of 278 tons with a “background”
rate of roughly 10�6 events/kg/day/keV [54]. For our purposes in this paper, background means
the genuine radioactive background combined with the solar neutrino “background” (satisfying the
common idiom that yesterday’s signal is today’s background). This low background rate does,
however, rise rapidly for energy depositions below about 250 keV, where the signal must compete
against a large background rate from 14C �-decay, see Fig. 6.

It is clear that the particular material within the detector is not important so long as there is a
high efficiency to absorb the photon from the excited state decay in order to generate a scintillation
signal. Indeed, what maximizes our signal is the instrumented volume of a detector. This suggests
large volume directional dark matter detectors which utilize a gaseous scintillator would be ideally
suited to maximize the sensitivity to the photon deposition, if the backgrounds can be minimized.
Certainly one obvious advantage of a gaseous scintillator is that its much-reduced density automat-
ically reduces backgrounds from scattering, such as from solar neutrinos. Below we also discuss the
opportunities for the proposed CYGNUS detector to probe the photon signal from inelastic dark
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[46, 47]; and, the dominant decay of the excited (neutral) higgsino is indeed �0
2 ! �0

1 � [50]. But,
we emphasize that none of these characteristics are unique to higgsinos – other models could easily
yield similar outcomes.

What kind of detectors have the best sensitivity to photon line emission arising from the
decay �0

2 ! �0
1 �? Dark matter detectors can certainly be sensitive to this signal, and in fact

they are designed to observe much smaller energy depositions. But, these direct detection exper-
iments are smaller in size relative to their neutrino and directional dark matter detector counter-
parts, and they also have significant backgrounds when considering that there is only an electron-
equivalent energy deposition from the photon. At xenon detectors, the background rate before
cutting on a fiducial region is roughly at level of 0.1 events/kg/day/keVee [51,52]. Within the fidu-
cial region, the irreducible background from radioactive impurities (radon and krypton) is roughly
10�3 events/kg/day/keVee [53]. Borexino has a scintillator mass of 278 tons with a “background”
rate of roughly 10�6 events/kg/day/keV [54]. For our purposes in this paper, background means
the genuine radioactive background combined with the solar neutrino “background” (satisfying the
common idiom that yesterday’s signal is today’s background). This low background rate does,
however, rise rapidly for energy depositions below about 250 keV, where the signal must compete
against a large background rate from 14C �-decay, see Fig. 6.

It is clear that the particular material within the detector is not important so long as there is a
high efficiency to absorb the photon from the excited state decay in order to generate a scintillation
signal. Indeed, what maximizes our signal is the instrumented volume of a detector. This suggests
large volume directional dark matter detectors which utilize a gaseous scintillator would be ideally
suited to maximize the sensitivity to the photon deposition, if the backgrounds can be minimized.
Certainly one obvious advantage of a gaseous scintillator is that its much-reduced density automat-
ically reduces backgrounds from scattering, such as from solar neutrinos. Below we also discuss the
opportunities for the proposed CYGNUS detector to probe the photon signal from inelastic dark
matter.

2 Illuminating Inelastic Dark Matter

Inelastic dark matter is characterized by dark matter scattering off nuclei predominantly into an
excited state with an elastic scattering rate below existing bounds. The range of inelastic splittings
allowed by direct detection experiments that probed the nuclear recoil signal resulting from an
inelastic collision was carried out in Ref. [14]. In this paper, our focus is on the detection of the
excited state decay.

2.1 Model-independent requirements

Three basic requirements are needed to have a possibility of experimentally detecting excited state
decay into dark matter:

1. Inelastic scattering �1N ! �2N off (typically heavier) elements in the Earth has a sufficiently
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Figure 2: Upper four panels: The flux of 1 TeV dark matter capable of scattering off lead and
its dependence on inelastic splitting, �. The colors denote log10 of the ratio of the flux to the
peak flux, which comes from the direction of motion of the Earth, which is given by the cross and
is approximately in the direction of the Cygnus constellation. Lower panel: The fraction of the
velocity distribution of dark matter in the Earth frame that can scatter off lead for the same values
of �.
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Position of Cygnus in sky (dec. ~45°N) 
1 sidereal day = 23 hours 56 minutes 4 seconds

Figure 1: A cartoon summarizing the luminous dark matter signal discussed in this work. A heavy
dark matter particle, �1, is coming from the direction of the Cygnus constellation and approaching
Earth with high speed (left). This allows it to upscatter off a (lead) nucleus somewhere within the
Earth, deviating from its direction only slightly (middle). The excited state, �2, decays back to �1

and a photon in an underground detector located on the opposite side of the Earth (right). The
rate for this process would be much lower had the detector been on the Cygnus-facing side of the
planet.

first proposed dark matter which upscatters to an excited state in the rock outside of a detector,
and then decays into a photon that needed to be a few keV, with the goal of explaining the DAMA
annual modulation. Alas, this novel DAMA explanation is ruled out by other direct detection
experiments. Another idea, “dark matter in two easy steps” [11], proposed dark matter which
upscatters into an excited state in lead shielding surrounding a neutrinoless double beta decay
experiment, and then decays into a photon of order one hundred keV. This analysis shares some
similarities with our paper: we both propose that inelastic dark matter is excited by lead outside
of the detector volume, and propose looking for the photon from the decay of the excited state
back into dark matter. Moreover, we both recognize that there is large sidereal-daily modulation
of the rate that can be used to separate signal from background. The main differences between our
analysis and theirs is: we utilize the entire Earth as upscatter material (focusing on upscatters off
lead and iron); and, we consider a large range of photon energies between about 5-600 keV. The
upper end of this range has the weakest constraints from direct detection experiments. The range
75-125 keV, which was the main focus of [11], is significantly constrained by PICO and the high
recoil analysis of XENON100 [14]. Reinterpreting these bounds on the magnetic inelastic transition
strength [14] implies the the characteristic decay length of the excited state exceeds 50 (500) meters
once � <

⇠ 150 (100) keV. At these lengths, the gain from integrating over the trace lead abundance
in the Earth is substantial in comparison to utilizing the close-in concentrated lead shielding of
experiments sensitive to these photon energies.

In this paper we also decouple the upscatter process from the excited state decay. This is
well-motivated, since there are many specific models that can have a large inelastic scattering rate,
small elastic scattering rate, and excited state decay that all proceed through different processes.
Examples include a variety of elementary candidates such as the wino and higgsino [44–47] as well
as composite candidates [48]. The prototypical example model for this paper is the narrowly-split
higgsino that arises from split Dirac supersymmetry [49]: in this model, the abundance of dark
matter matches cosmological observations for m�0

1
⇠ 1 TeV; the neutral higgsino states �0

1,2 are
narrowly split by hundreds of keV; the dominant elastic scattering cross section is exceptionally small
due to the twist-2 operator suppression as well as the cancellation against Higgs boson exchange
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velocity distribution of dark matter in the Earth frame that can scatter off lead for the same values
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Figure 1: A cartoon summarizing the luminous dark matter signal discussed in this work. A heavy
dark matter particle, �1, is coming from the direction of the Cygnus constellation and approaching
Earth with high speed (left). This allows it to upscatter off a (lead) nucleus somewhere within the
Earth, deviating from its direction only slightly (middle). The excited state, �2, decays back to �1

and a photon in an underground detector located on the opposite side of the Earth (right). The
rate for this process would be much lower had the detector been on the Cygnus-facing side of the
planet.

first proposed dark matter which upscatters to an excited state in the rock outside of a detector,
and then decays into a photon that needed to be a few keV, with the goal of explaining the DAMA
annual modulation. Alas, this novel DAMA explanation is ruled out by other direct detection
experiments. Another idea, “dark matter in two easy steps” [11], proposed dark matter which
upscatters into an excited state in lead shielding surrounding a neutrinoless double beta decay
experiment, and then decays into a photon of order one hundred keV. This analysis shares some
similarities with our paper: we both propose that inelastic dark matter is excited by lead outside
of the detector volume, and propose looking for the photon from the decay of the excited state
back into dark matter. Moreover, we both recognize that there is large sidereal-daily modulation
of the rate that can be used to separate signal from background. The main differences between our
analysis and theirs is: we utilize the entire Earth as upscatter material (focusing on upscatters off
lead and iron); and, we consider a large range of photon energies between about 5-600 keV. The
upper end of this range has the weakest constraints from direct detection experiments. The range
75-125 keV, which was the main focus of [11], is significantly constrained by PICO and the high
recoil analysis of XENON100 [14]. Reinterpreting these bounds on the magnetic inelastic transition
strength [14] implies the the characteristic decay length of the excited state exceeds 50 (500) meters
once � <

⇠ 150 (100) keV. At these lengths, the gain from integrating over the trace lead abundance
in the Earth is substantial in comparison to utilizing the close-in concentrated lead shielding of
experiments sensitive to these photon energies.

In this paper we also decouple the upscatter process from the excited state decay. This is
well-motivated, since there are many specific models that can have a large inelastic scattering rate,
small elastic scattering rate, and excited state decay that all proceed through different processes.
Examples include a variety of elementary candidates such as the wino and higgsino [44–47] as well
as composite candidates [48]. The prototypical example model for this paper is the narrowly-split
higgsino that arises from split Dirac supersymmetry [49]: in this model, the abundance of dark
matter matches cosmological observations for m�0

1
⇠ 1 TeV; the neutral higgsino states �0

1,2 are
narrowly split by hundreds of keV; the dominant elastic scattering cross section is exceptionally small
due to the twist-2 operator suppression as well as the cancellation against Higgs boson exchange
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velocity distribution of dark matter in the Earth frame that can scatter off lead for the same values
of �.
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Figure 1: A cartoon summarizing the luminous dark matter signal discussed in this work. A heavy
dark matter particle, �1, is coming from the direction of the Cygnus constellation and approaching
Earth with high speed (left). This allows it to upscatter off a (lead) nucleus somewhere within the
Earth, deviating from its direction only slightly (middle). The excited state, �2, decays back to �1

and a photon in an underground detector located on the opposite side of the Earth (right). The
rate for this process would be much lower had the detector been on the Cygnus-facing side of the
planet.

first proposed dark matter which upscatters to an excited state in the rock outside of a detector,
and then decays into a photon that needed to be a few keV, with the goal of explaining the DAMA
annual modulation. Alas, this novel DAMA explanation is ruled out by other direct detection
experiments. Another idea, “dark matter in two easy steps” [11], proposed dark matter which
upscatters into an excited state in lead shielding surrounding a neutrinoless double beta decay
experiment, and then decays into a photon of order one hundred keV. This analysis shares some
similarities with our paper: we both propose that inelastic dark matter is excited by lead outside
of the detector volume, and propose looking for the photon from the decay of the excited state
back into dark matter. Moreover, we both recognize that there is large sidereal-daily modulation
of the rate that can be used to separate signal from background. The main differences between our
analysis and theirs is: we utilize the entire Earth as upscatter material (focusing on upscatters off
lead and iron); and, we consider a large range of photon energies between about 5-600 keV. The
upper end of this range has the weakest constraints from direct detection experiments. The range
75-125 keV, which was the main focus of [11], is significantly constrained by PICO and the high
recoil analysis of XENON100 [14]. Reinterpreting these bounds on the magnetic inelastic transition
strength [14] implies the the characteristic decay length of the excited state exceeds 50 (500) meters
once � <

⇠ 150 (100) keV. At these lengths, the gain from integrating over the trace lead abundance
in the Earth is substantial in comparison to utilizing the close-in concentrated lead shielding of
experiments sensitive to these photon energies.

In this paper we also decouple the upscatter process from the excited state decay. This is
well-motivated, since there are many specific models that can have a large inelastic scattering rate,
small elastic scattering rate, and excited state decay that all proceed through different processes.
Examples include a variety of elementary candidates such as the wino and higgsino [44–47] as well
as composite candidates [48]. The prototypical example model for this paper is the narrowly-split
higgsino that arises from split Dirac supersymmetry [49]: in this model, the abundance of dark
matter matches cosmological observations for m�0

1
⇠ 1 TeV; the neutral higgsino states �0

1,2 are
narrowly split by hundreds of keV; the dominant elastic scattering cross section is exceptionally small
due to the twist-2 operator suppression as well as the cancellation against Higgs boson exchange
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Figure 3: The distance through the Earth from a point 2 km below the Earth’s surface at 40� North
(left) and South (right) of the equator, along the direction to Cygnus, through a (sidereal) day;
0 < �  2⇡.

3.2 Anisotropy of the overburden

Since our signal depends on the overburden which dark matter must traverse to reach a detector,
it is worthwhile studying the overburden, including its anisotropy and elemental composition.

We can gain some insight into daily modulation effects by considering the apparent depth
of a lab along the direction to Cygnus. The center of the Cygnus constellation is at about 45�

declination, which is close to the latitude of Gran Sasso, see Tab. 2, meaning that the apparent
depth of Gran Sasso is never particularly large. However, for a lab whose latitude lies below the
declination of Cygnus, the depth becomes larger. We show in Fig. 3 the apparent depth for two
underground labs, each at a depth of 2 km, at 40� North and South of the equator.

How much of the apparent depth is relevant to our signal depends on the lifetime of the excited
state. As we saw from Eq. (3), typical decay lengths range from ⇠ 10–1000 km for � ⇠ 550–100 keV
respectively, for dark matter with a mass of m1 = 1 TeV. These lengths are fascinating, because
they are significantly larger than the depth of underground detectors, but they may be considerably
shorter than the Earth’s radius. As a result the signal rate depends on the composition of the Earth.

For heavier dark matter, m�1
>
⇠ mnucleus, and large inelastic splittings � >⇠ 150 keV, the element

with the largest probability to inelastically scatter off is lead. Lead is the most massive element
in the Earth which is both relatively abundant and stable. Its abundance is roughly 10�5 g/g
in the Earth’s crust [61] and a factor of five smaller in the mantle [62]. Moreover, lead (with
A ' 210) is heavier than all of the elements used in direct detection experiments, providing a
kinematic advantage for highly inelastic dark matter � >

⇠ 350 keV where there is no bound from
other experiments. For lighter dark matter and/or lower splittings we will also consider scattering
off of iron and silicon.

The details of the signal may also depend on geology, particularly on the difference between
the crust and the mantle. In Fig. 3 we show separately the line of sight depth to Cygnus through
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l.o.s to Cygnus

- nSi [km�3] nFe [km�3] nPb [km�3] Outer Radius [km]
Core 1.4⇥ 1037 1.0⇥ 1038 1.3⇥ 1031 3483

Mantle 2.1⇥ 1037 3.1⇥ 1036 2.4⇥ 1030 6341
Crust 1.7⇥ 1037 2.0⇥ 1036 8.4⇥ 1031 6371

Table 1: Number densities for silicon, iron, and lead, along with the outer-edge radii, for the
core [63], mantle [62], and crust [61,64] in our three-layer approximation of the Earth.

the position of the detector, form factors, and the distribution of target elements within the Earth.
We now present the details of the full calculation, which must be done numerically.

For a photon to be observed at an underground detector, an incoming dark matter particle
must enter the Earth with sufficient speed that it can scatter off a target nucleus in the Earth at
position ~rs, creating an excited state. This excited state must scatter through the appropriate angle,
such that it then travels, with velocity ~vf , towards the detector, which is at ~rD, and it must decay
between entering and leaving the detector. We take the scattering and the decay to be isotropic
in their center of mass frames. The amount of available scattering material grows as |~rs � ~rD|2

but the probability to scatter towards the detector scales as |~rs � ~rD|�2. Thus, all scatter sites
within a decay length of the detector are (approximately) equally important. Once the separation
becomes larger than vf⌧ , decays become important. The interplay between scatter site, elemental
abundances and lifetime is complicated.

The total rate is calculated by integrating over all possible scatter sites, ~rs, in the Earth. To
model the distribution of target nuclei, we use a three-layer model of the Earth corresponding to
the core, mantle, and crust. The number density nT (~rs) of targets is a function of ~rs insofar as the
density is different in the core [63], mantle [62], and crust [64]. We consider the cases where the
target atoms are iron nuclei, lead nuclei, and to a lesser extent silicon nuclei; see Tab. 1. As might
be imagined, determining the abundance of elements within the Earth is a challenging endeavor.
By comparison to the chemical composition of chondritic meteorites, rocks from the upper mantle
and core samples of the crust, one can infer an abundance of each element in the core, mantle and
crust. The uncertainties on these numbers are at best 10 � 20%. Furthermore, these are average
abundances and there are undoubtedly large local variations. We use only the central average value
and do not attempt to incorporate uncertainties in abundances in our rate calculations.

As discussed earlier (see Sec. 3.1), for an upscatter to occur in the collision, the incoming
dark matter must have high speed in the lab frame, which leads to a strong directionality in
flux. In the galactic frame, the dark matter speed follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
fgal(~vMB) / exp

�
�v2MB/v

2
0

�
✓(vesc � vMB), and we take v0 = 220 km/s, vesc = 550 ± 50 km/s,

the latter approximating the results from [65]. The total velocity of the dark matter relative to the
Earth in galactic coordinates is

~v gal
� (t) = ~vMB + ~vLSR + ~vpec + ~uE(t) . (7)

This expression takes into account the velocity of the local standard of rest ~vLSR = v0 ŷgal, the
peculiar velocity of the Sun ~vpec = (11.1, 12.2, 7.3) km/s, and the Earth’s velocity around the Sun
~uE(t), which varies over a sidereal year. The combination of these velocities means that the dark
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Figure 1: A cartoon summarizing the luminous dark matter signal discussed in this work. A heavy
dark matter particle, �1, is coming from the direction of the Cygnus constellation and approaching
Earth with high speed (left). This allows it to upscatter off a (lead) nucleus somewhere within the
Earth, deviating from its direction only slightly (middle). The excited state, �2, decays back to �1

and a photon in an underground detector located on the opposite side of the Earth (right). The
rate for this process would be much lower had the detector been on the Cygnus-facing side of the
planet.

first proposed dark matter which upscatters to an excited state in the rock outside of a detector,
and then decays into a photon that needed to be a few keV, with the goal of explaining the DAMA
annual modulation. Alas, this novel DAMA explanation is ruled out by other direct detection
experiments. Another idea, “dark matter in two easy steps” [11], proposed dark matter which
upscatters into an excited state in lead shielding surrounding a neutrinoless double beta decay
experiment, and then decays into a photon of order one hundred keV. This analysis shares some
similarities with our paper: we both propose that inelastic dark matter is excited by lead outside
of the detector volume, and propose looking for the photon from the decay of the excited state
back into dark matter. Moreover, we both recognize that there is large sidereal-daily modulation
of the rate that can be used to separate signal from background. The main differences between our
analysis and theirs is: we utilize the entire Earth as upscatter material (focusing on upscatters off
lead and iron); and, we consider a large range of photon energies between about 5-600 keV. The
upper end of this range has the weakest constraints from direct detection experiments. The range
75-125 keV, which was the main focus of [11], is significantly constrained by PICO and the high
recoil analysis of XENON100 [14]. Reinterpreting these bounds on the magnetic inelastic transition
strength [14] implies the the characteristic decay length of the excited state exceeds 50 (500) meters
once � <

⇠ 150 (100) keV. At these lengths, the gain from integrating over the trace lead abundance
in the Earth is substantial in comparison to utilizing the close-in concentrated lead shielding of
experiments sensitive to these photon energies.

In this paper we also decouple the upscatter process from the excited state decay. This is
well-motivated, since there are many specific models that can have a large inelastic scattering rate,
small elastic scattering rate, and excited state decay that all proceed through different processes.
Examples include a variety of elementary candidates such as the wino and higgsino [44–47] as well
as composite candidates [48]. The prototypical example model for this paper is the narrowly-split
higgsino that arises from split Dirac supersymmetry [49]: in this model, the abundance of dark
matter matches cosmological observations for m�0

1
⇠ 1 TeV; the neutral higgsino states �0

1,2 are
narrowly split by hundreds of keV; the dominant elastic scattering cross section is exceptionally small
due to the twist-2 operator suppression as well as the cancellation against Higgs boson exchange
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Earth, deviating from its direction only slightly (middle). The excited state, �2, decays back to �1

and a photon in an underground detector located on the opposite side of the Earth (right). The
rate for this process would be much lower had the detector been on the Cygnus-facing side of the
planet.

first proposed dark matter which upscatters to an excited state in the rock outside of a detector,
and then decays into a photon that needed to be a few keV, with the goal of explaining the DAMA
annual modulation. Alas, this novel DAMA explanation is ruled out by other direct detection
experiments. Another idea, “dark matter in two easy steps” [11], proposed dark matter which
upscatters into an excited state in lead shielding surrounding a neutrinoless double beta decay
experiment, and then decays into a photon of order one hundred keV. This analysis shares some
similarities with our paper: we both propose that inelastic dark matter is excited by lead outside
of the detector volume, and propose looking for the photon from the decay of the excited state
back into dark matter. Moreover, we both recognize that there is large sidereal-daily modulation
of the rate that can be used to separate signal from background. The main differences between our
analysis and theirs is: we utilize the entire Earth as upscatter material (focusing on upscatters off
lead and iron); and, we consider a large range of photon energies between about 5-600 keV. The
upper end of this range has the weakest constraints from direct detection experiments. The range
75-125 keV, which was the main focus of [11], is significantly constrained by PICO and the high
recoil analysis of XENON100 [14]. Reinterpreting these bounds on the magnetic inelastic transition
strength [14] implies the the characteristic decay length of the excited state exceeds 50 (500) meters
once � <

⇠ 150 (100) keV. At these lengths, the gain from integrating over the trace lead abundance
in the Earth is substantial in comparison to utilizing the close-in concentrated lead shielding of
experiments sensitive to these photon energies.

In this paper we also decouple the upscatter process from the excited state decay. This is
well-motivated, since there are many specific models that can have a large inelastic scattering rate,
small elastic scattering rate, and excited state decay that all proceed through different processes.
Examples include a variety of elementary candidates such as the wino and higgsino [44–47] as well
as composite candidates [48]. The prototypical example model for this paper is the narrowly-split
higgsino that arises from split Dirac supersymmetry [49]: in this model, the abundance of dark
matter matches cosmological observations for m�0

1
⇠ 1 TeV; the neutral higgsino states �0

1,2 are
narrowly split by hundreds of keV; the dominant elastic scattering cross section is exceptionally small
due to the twist-2 operator suppression as well as the cancellation against Higgs boson exchange

3

For DM heavier than the target the scatter is forward

matter wind comes from ⇠ 47� declination, inside the Cygnus constellation. In determining the
Earth’s velocity around the Sun, we follow the procedure of Ref. [58]. Combining these relative
motions gives the net velocity of dark matter relative to the Earth in the galactic coordinate system.
However, one must also know the position of the scatter site and the lab in the same coordinate
system as the velocity, which requires transforming between galacto-centric coordinates and Earth-
centric (also called equatorial) coordinates. The two frames are related by a series of rotations,
Ri(✓), through angle ✓ around axis i,

~v gal
� = Ry(✓�).Rx(⌘).Rz(↵GC).Ry(�GC).~v

equ
� . (8)

Here, the right ascension of the galactic centre (GC) is ↵GC = 266�, the declination is �GC = �29.0�,
⌘ = 58.6�, and ✓� is determined by the height of the Sun above the galactic midplane, sin ✓� =
z�/dGC. Of course, the magnitude of the velocity is unchanged under rotation and we denote the
speed as v�.

Now that we have determined the incoming velocity in the lab frame, we turn to the kinematics
of the initial scatter. Although we assume the scattering cross section is isotropic in the center of
mass frame, the outgoing excited state will be forward, for the masses of dark matter we consider.
The kinematics in the center of mass frame are straightforward and the outgoing speed in this frame
is given by

vcmout =


µ2

m2
2

�
µ1v

2
� � 2�

��1/2
, (9)

with µ(1,2) = m(1,2)mT /(m(1,2)+mT ) the reduced mass of the target and the incoming and outgoing
dark matter. The corresponding outgoing speed in the lab frame satisfies

vlabout =

"
(vcmout)

2 +

✓
µ1v�
mT

◆2

+
2µ1v�vcmout

mT
cos ✓cm

#1/2

. (10)

The scattering angle in the lab frame is related to the scattering angle in the center of mass frame
through

vlabout cos ✓
lab = vcmout cos ✓

cm +
µ1v�
mT

. (11)

This angle is limited kinematically, with a maximum value ✓labmax which satisfies

cos2 ✓labmax = 1�

✓
mT vcmout
µ1v�

◆2

=

✓
1 +

mT

m2

◆✓
1�

mT

m1
+

2mT �

(m1 v�)2

◆
. (12)

The minimum velocity (in the lab frame) required to upscatter is given by vmin =
p

2 �/µ1; at large
values of �, vmin will exceed the largest allowed value of v�, driving the signal rate to zero.

The scattering angle necessary to reach the detector, ✓lab, must lie within the cone sub-
tended by opening angle ✓labmax, and the fraction of the cone that the detector covers is given by
[RD/(|~rs � ~rD|✓labmax)]

2, where RD is the radius of the detector; for example, for Borexino RD = 5.5
m (see Tab. 2). There are two possible center of mass frame scattering angles that will result in the
excited dark matter arriving at the detector, leading (in the lab frame) to two different outgoing
speeds for the excited dark matter,

vlabout,± =
m1 v�

m2 +mT
cos ✓lab

"
1±

r
1�

cos2 ✓labmax

cos2 ✓lab

#
. (13)
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Combination of these effects is a strong daily modulation 
in the signal, and sensitivity to lab latitude

Great for signal/background discrimination
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2.3 Inelastic Dark Matter Kinematics

Consider now the kinematics of inelastic DM scattering. The two DM states, � and �⇤, have a mass

splitting of � ⌘ m�⇤ �m�. In an inelastic scattering process, a target of mass mT can excite � to �⇤. If

the initial speed of � in the lab frame is vlabin , the outgoing speed of �⇤ will be

vlabout,± =
m� vlabin

m�⇤ +mT
cos↵

"
1±

r
1� cos2 ↵max

cos2 ↵

#
. (5)

There are two solutions for vlabout, which must be summed over in the final rate. Here, ↵ is the angle through

which the outgoing particle is deflected, and the maximum kinematically allowed ↵max is defined by

cos2 ↵max =

✓
1 +

mT

m�⇤

◆ 
1� mT

m�
+

2mT �

m2
� (vlabin )2

!
. (6)

At ↵ = ↵max, one obtains vlabout,+ = vlabout,�.

The angle ↵max defines a cone in the forward region of the DM scattering, inside which the detector

must lie in order for �⇤ to reach it. If we further assume that the scattering is isotropic inside this cone

Do we eventually need to move past this approximation? , then the total rate is suppressed by

S =

✓
rD

↵max L

◆2

.

The minimum velocity required for a successful upscatter is

vm =

s
2�

m�(1� µ/mT )2 + µ2/mT
, (7)

where µ = m� mT /(m� +mT ). In the integration over incoming velocities, we will integrate from vm to

vesc.

This paragraph is confusing. Maybe the way Paddy does this calculation is clearer? I keep confusing

myself trying to write this out. For the DM-nucleon cross section, we use

d�

d cos ✓CM
= �0

s

1� 2 �

µ (vlabin )2

✓
m�

m� +mT

◆2

A4. (8)

Of course, the quantity appearing in the rate is instead the di↵erential cross section

d�

d cos ✓lab
= J±(v

gal
in )⇥ d�

d cos ✓CM
,

so we will need to include the Jacobian factor

J±(v
gal
in ) =

d cos ✓CM

d cos ✓lab

= 2 t cos ✓lab ±
1� t2 + 2 t2 cos2 ✓labp
1� t2 + t2 cos2 ✓lab

, (9)

with

t ⌘
s

m� m�⇤

mT
2

m�⇤ +mT

m� +mT

 
1� 2 �m�

mT (m� +mT )v
gal
in

!�1/2

There are two solutions for the Jacobian, corresponding to the two possible outgoing angles in the CM

frame, or (equivalently) the two possible outgoing speeds in the lab frame.

To account for nuclear structure, we use the Helm form factor, which is [1]

F (q) =
3

q rn
J1(q rn) exp

✓
�q2 s2

2

◆
(10)

with s ⇡ .9 fm and rn ⇡ 1.14A1/3 fm, and where q =
p
2mT Erecoil is the momentum transfer in the

collision.
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Figure 1: Top quark contribution to the U(1) 0�SU(3) 2
anomaly coe�cient in the low energy theory

of (2.1).

diagram. If the U(1) 0
is anomalous, additional physical input is necessary to single out a particular

momentum
routing scheme. Two popular choices of scheme exist in the literature, which correspond to

the consistent anomaly versus covariant anomaly [24]. In the context of our discussion, the consistent

anomaly corresponds to symmetrizing with respect to all three external momenta,

� (p + q) µM ab
µ
⌫⇢ = p µM ab

⌫µ
⇢ = q µM ab

⌫⇢µ 6= 0 ,

(2.2)

which then implies the SU(3)
C gauge invariance is lost. In the e↵ective theory this is compensated

by adding a Wess-Zumino term
[25]

L
eff � c

W
Z g

X g 2
s ✏ µ

⌫⇢�

Z 0
µ

✓
G a

⌫ @
⇢G a

� + 1
3 g

s ✏ abc
G a

⌫ G b
⇢ G c

�

◆

.

(2.3)

The Wess-Zumino term
gives a new

contribution to the three-point amplitude such that the total

amplitude, M
tot = M

+M
W

Z , satisfies SU(3)
C gauge invariance

p ⌫M ab
µ
⌫⇢ = q ⇢M ab

µ
⌫⇢ = 0 ,

(2.4)

which determines the coe�cient c
W

Z . On the other hand, the covariant anomaly approach chooses a

scheme that manifestly respects SM
gauge invariance by maintaining Eq. (2.4) through a particular

choice of momentum
routing scheme in computing the triangle diagrams. In this case one can set

c
W

Z = 0 in Eq. (2.3). Both approaches lead to the same non-conservation of the U(1) 0
current, in the

limit that the fermion in the loop becomes massless,

� (p + q) µM ab
µ
⌫⇢ = Tr(T a

T b
) (c

T
L � c

T
R ) g

X g 2
s4⇡ 2 ✏

⌫⇢�� p �

q �

,

(2.5)

where we see explicitly that, when c
T
L = c

T
R , the U(1) 0

current is vector-like and, therefore, conserved.

In the low-energy e↵ective theory, the appearance of a Wess-Zumino term
can be interpreted as

arising from
integrating out the heavy spectator fermions responsible for canceling the anomaly in the

full theory. This is similar to integrating out the top quark in the SM
and generating a Wess-Zumino

term
along the way [26, 27]. However, if one is not interested in the phenomenology of the spectator

fermion, the distinction between the consistent versus covariant regularization in the simplified model

is irrelevant, and both lead to the same amplitude in Eq. (2.5) once the SM
gauge invariance is imposed.

The intricate interplay between the spectator fermion and the anomaly will be demonstrated later in

this study.One might argue that the calculation of the three-point amplitude in Fig. 1 is irrelevant, as the

Landau-Yang theorem
forbids the coupling of an on-shell Z 0

with two massless gauge bosons [28, 29].

There are two subtleties here that deserve to be clarified. First, the selection rule arises from
the

inability to satisfy both the angular momentum
conservation and the Bose symmetry: J = 1 state of

– 4 –

↵
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Inelastic Dark Matter Detection at Borexino

Joshua Eby, Patrick Fox, Roni Harnik, and Graham Kribs

Abstract

Some words go here

1 Introduction

............

2 Setup

2.1 Very Simplified Calculation

A simple, back of the envelope calculation can give us some intuition about our expected rates. We

ignore several e↵ects, including modulation, the kinematics of inelastic scattering, nuclear form factors,

etc. for now, to simplify the geometry and velocity distribution; we will address these complications in

the next section. Here we present only a very simple estimate for the expected rate.

For dark matter particles of number density n� scattering o↵ of (say) lead atoms inside the earth,

which have number density nT , the average rate of particles entering our detector volume V will be

Rate ⇠ nT n� � v V. (1)

The DM-nucleon cross section � will be proportional to the atomic number A to the fourth power, so

we write it as � ⇠ �0 A4. For lead, A ⇠ 200 and the number density is

nT ⇠ 1017 cm3.

while the local DM density is

n� ⇠ 1

m�

0.3 GeV

cm3
.

A typical DM velocity in the halo is v ⇠ 2⇥107 cm/sec, and we will use the detector volume for Borexino,

approximately V ⇠ 4⇡/3
�
103 cm

�3
. Putting this all together, for DM with m� = 1 TeV and �0 = 1040

cm2 gives

Rate ⇠ 0.4 sec�1. (2)

This rate will be suppressed by the inelastic dark matter kinematics and nuclear form factor, and will

be subject to modulation e↵ects due to the DM “wind”, as we shall see later.

1

Complicated 6d integral, sensitive to lifetime, speed, position etc…

Prob. to decay in det.Solid angle

2 c.o.m.  
scattering angles

P0(|~rs � ~rD|, vf ) = 2 e�|~rs�~rD|/vf⌧ sinh
LD

2vf⌧
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x-sec isotropic in c.o.m. frame

These two solutions take different lengths of time to get from the scatter site to the detector. The
probability that an excited state moving at speed vlabout will travel a distance L = |~rs � ~rD| and decay
inside the detector is

P (vlabout, L, ⌧) = 2 sinh
⇣ RD

2 vlabout ⌧

⌘
exp

✓
�

L

vlabout⌧

◆
. (14)

Similarly, for the two possible center of mass scattering angles there are two different values of
momentum exchanged with the nucleus, resulting in two different form factor suppressions. To
account for the substructure of the nucleus, we use the Helm form factor [66]

F (q) =
3

q rn
J1(q rn) exp

✓
�
q2s2

2

◆
, (15)

with s ⇡ 0.9 fm and rn ⇡ 1.14 (A/0.93149)1/3 fm, and where q =
p
2mT ER is the momentum

transfer in the collision.

In the center of mass frame the cross section is isotropic and almost independent of the incoming
velocity,

d�

d cos ✓cm
= �0

s
1�

2 �

µ1 v2�

✓
m1

m1 +mT

◆2

A4 , (16)

where A the atomic number of the target nucleus. To determine the fraction of scatters that end up
in the detector, we must integrate over all scattering angles in the lab frame. The transformation
to the lab frame introduces a Jacobian

J±(v�) =
d cos ✓cm

d cos ✓lab
= 2 z cos ✓lab ±

1� z2 + 2 z2 cos2 ✓lab
p
1� z2 + z2 cos2 ✓lab

,

with z = µ1v�/(mT vcmout).

Putting all these effects together we arrive at the final result for the expected rate inside the
detector,

� =
X

±

Z
d3rs d

3vMB

n
nT (rs)

⇢�
m1


RD

|~rs � ~rD| ✓labmax

�2
P (vlabout,±, L, ⌧)

⇥ fgal(vMB) |F (q±)|
2 d� v�
d cos ✓cm

|J±(v�)|
2
o
. (17)

In the results presented below we have evaluated this integral numerically.

3.5 Results for modulating rates

We now present the results for the signal rate as a function of the time of day in a few representative
experiments. We consider three different lab locations: Gran Sasso in Italy, Jiangmen in China, and
SUPL in Australia. Gran Sasso is home to the Borexino detector [54] and is also one of the possible
locations for CYGNUS [67, 68], a large gas TPC for directional dark matter detection. Jiangmen

14
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Figure 4: The expected signal rates for the Borexino detector (top row), JUNO detector (middle
row), and a hypothetical detector at SUPL (bottom row). The curves show the rate over one solar
day: the first day of March (red), June (blue), September (yellow), and December (purple). The
rate was determined using Eq. (17) with m� = 1 TeV and lifetime given by the decay length of
Eq. (3); the mass splitting in the left (right) panels is � = 150 (500) keV. The results are shown in
a common time-zone for all labs for ease of comparison.

• Notice that there are some interesting doubly-peaked modulation patterns in the Southern
Hemisphere. These can be understood by noticing that the Earth’s crust is richer in lead,
than is the mantle. Inspecting Fig. 3 ones sees that the crust contribution to the apparent
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Borexinolow-metallicity ones [19]. A precise CNO solar neutrino
flux measurement has therefore the potential to discrimi-
nate between these competing models and to shed light on
the inner workings of heavy stars.
This paper provides a detailed description of the analysis

methods used to obtain the aforementioned measurements
of 7Be, pep, and CNO (upper limit) solar neutrino inter-
action rates in Borexino. After a brief description of
the detector, we discuss the expected neutrino signal, the
backgrounds, the variables used in the analysis, and the
procedures adopted to extract the signal. We then report on
a measurement of the annual modulation of the 7Be solar
neutrino rate. Finally, we discuss the physics implications
of the Borexino solar neutrino results and we report a global
analysis of the Borexino data combined with that of other
solar neutrino experiments and of reactor experiments
sensitive to Δm2

12 and θ12.
This paper reports the final results of the Borexino

Phase-I. Phase-II, with an even better radio purity already
obtained after an extensive purification campaign of the
scintillator, already started data taking in 2012 and will
continue for several years. The goals of Phase-II will be
reported in a separate paper.

II. THE BOREXINO DETECTOR

Borexino is installed in Hall C of the Laboratori
Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy. Its design
[20] is based on the principle of graded shielding, with
the inner scintillating core at the center of a set of
concentric shells of decreasing radio purity from inside
to outside (see Fig. 2). The active medium is a solution of
PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole, a fluorescent dye) in pseudo-
cumene (PC, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene) at a concentration of
1.5 g=l [21]. The scintillator mass (∼278 ton) is contained
in a 125 μm thick spherical nylon inner vessel (IV) [22]
with 4.25 m radius surrounded by 2212 photomultipliers
(PMTs) labeled as internal PMTs in Fig. 2. All but 371
PMTs are equipped with aluminum light concentrators
designed to increase the light collection efficiency.
Within the IVa fiducial volume (FV) is software defined

through the measured event position, obtained from the
PMTs timing data via a time-of-flight algorithm (see
Sec. X). A second 5.5 m radius nylon outer vessel (OV)
surrounds the IV, acting as a barrier against radon and other
background contamination originating from outside. The
region between the IVand the OV contains a passive shield
composed of PC and a small quantity of DMP (dime-
thylphthalate), a material that quenches the residual scin-
tillation of PC so that scintillation signals arise dominantly
from the interior of the IV [21]. The concentration of DMP
in PC was 5.0 g=l at the beginning of data taking and was
later reduced to 3.0 g=l (and then to 2.0 g=l) to mitigate the
effects of a small leak in the IV (discussed in Sec. II A).
A 6.85 m radius stainless steel sphere (SSS) encloses the

central part of the detector and serves also as a support
structure for the 2212 8 in. (ETL 9351) PMTs.
The region between the OVand the SSS is filled with the

same inert buffer fluid (PC plus DMP) which is layered
between the IVand the OV. The apparatus consisting of the
PC and its solvents, the nylon vessels, and the internal
PMTs is called inner detector (ID).
The ID is contained in a tank (9 m base radius, 16.9 m

height) filled by ultrapure water. The total liquid passive
shielding of the central volume from external radiation
(such as that originating from the rock) is thus 5.5 m of
water equivalent. The water tank (WT) serves also as an
active veto [outer detector (OD)] allowing the detection of
the Cherenkov light induced by muons in water. For this
purpose 208 PMTs are installed on the external side of the
SSS and on the WT walls. The walls of the water tank are
covered by a reflective material to enhance the light
collection. Details of the OD are described in [23].
All the materials of the detector internal components

(stainless steel, phototubes, cables, light concentrators,
nylon) were specially selected for extremely low radio-
activity. Furthermore, only qualified ultraclean processes
were employed for their realization, followed by careful
surface cleaning methods.
The final assembly of the elements in the SSS was

carried out in clean room conditions: the entire interior of
the sphere was converted into a class 1000 clean room,
while in front of the main entrance of the sphere itself an on
purpose clean room of class 100–1000 was used for all the
final cleaning procedures of the equipment. Key elements
determining the success of the experiment were also the
many liquid purification and handling systems [24], which
were designed and installed to ensure the proper fluid
manipulation at the exceptional purity level demanded by
Borexino.
The PC was specially produced for Borexino by Polimeri

Europa (Sarroch-IT), according to a stringent quality
control plan jointly developed. It was shipped to LNGS
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FIG. 2 (color online). The schematic view of the Borexino
detector.
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j of the PS-BDThistogram, kj is the actual number of entries
in that bin, andm is the total number of bins of the PS-BDT
histogram.
LRadð~θÞ is defined in a way similar to LBDTð~θÞ. The

radial dependence is assumed uniform for all the species
except the external background. The PDFs of the radial
distribution of the external background and its energy
dependence has been obtained with the Monte Carlo
simulation, as described in Sec. XI.
We have performed Monte Carlo tests with datalike

samples to show that the statistical interpretation of like-
lihood-ratio tests holds for our computed total likelihood.

XXII. THE 7 Be-NEUTRINO INTERACTION RATE

The first measurement of the 7Be-ν interaction rate was
published by Borexino after only a few months of data
taking [5] and an update was reported in [6]. The accuracy
of those measurements was significantly improved in 2011
[7] using the results of the calibration campaign (see
Sec. VIII), a better understanding of the detector response,
and increased statistics. The data were collected in the
period from May 16, 2007 to May 8, 2010 and they
correspond to 740.7 live days after cuts and to 153.6 ton ×
year fiducial exposure. The resulting interaction rate of the
862 keV 7Be line [7] is

Rð7BeÞ ¼ 46.0 $ 1.5ðstatÞþ 1.5
−1.6ðsysÞ cpd=100 ton ð77Þ

and its corresponding νe-equivalent flux is ð2.79 $
0.13Þ × 109 cm−2 s−1. The νe-equivalent flux is calculated
by assuming that the total observed interaction rate is
due to electron flavor neutrinos only. Considering the
3-flavor neutrino oscillations, the equivalent flux is
ð4.43 $ 0.22Þ × 109 cm−2 s−1, which can be compared
with the expected SSM flux of Table II.
The 7Be-ν interaction rate has been obtained fitting only

the energy spectra (Sec. XX). The lower bound of the fit
region was chosen to avoid pileup between two 14C β
decays (Qβ ¼ 156 keV) and it corresponds to 270 keV. The
higher bound of the fit region is 1250 keV in the analytical
fit approach, in which the contribution of the external
background (208Tl, 214Bi) is not included. The Monte Carlo
fit includes the simulated spectrum of the external back-
ground allowing one to extend the fit region up to
1600 keV.
The weights for the 7Be neutrino signal and the main

radioactive background components (85Kr, 210Po, 210Bi,
and 11C) were left as free parameters in the fit, while the
contributions of the pp, pep, CNO, and 8B solar neutrinos
were fixed to the GS98-SSM predicted rates assuming
MSW-LMA neutrino oscillations (see Table II).
The 384 and 862 keV branches of the 7Be solar neutrinos

(see Fig. 1) are combined into a single spectrum. The
production ratio between the two branches is 10.52∶89.48.
Accounting for the energy-dependent survival probability

and interaction cross sections, the ratio between the
interaction rates is 3.9∶96.1. Similarly, we have combined
the 13N, 15O, and 17F recoil spectra into a single spectrum,
referred to as the CNO solar neutrino spectrum. The rates of
222Rn, 218Po, and 214Pb surviving the cuts were fixed using
the measured rate of 214Bi-214Po delayed coincidence
events.
Due to the slight eccentricity ε ¼ 0.01671 of the Earth’s

orbit around the Sun, the flux ΦE of solar neutrinos
reaching the Earth is time dependent:

ΦE ðtÞ ¼
RSun

4πr2ðtÞ
≃ RSun

4πr20

!
1 þ 2ε × cos

!
2πt
T

""
; ð78Þ

whereRSun is the neutrino production rate at the Sun, t is the
time in days from January 1, T is one year, rðtÞ is the time-
dependent Earth-to-Sun distance, and r0 is its mean value.
We are interested in the neutrino flux averaged over oneyear,
while the data acquisition periods are unevenly distributed
over a few years time interval. We have calculated the
expected flux for each period used in the data analysis using
Eq. (78). Thus,we have obtained the correction to be applied
to convert the measured flux into the yearly averaged flux.
The result is a multiplicative factor of 1.0003, a negligible
correction within the accuracy of the present data set.
All events accepted in the final energy spectra used in

the fit have to pass the selection criteria discussed in
Sec. XIII A. As described in Sec. XIII, the fit procedure
has been implemented both with and without statistical
subtraction of the 210Po-α peak (Sec. XIV). When statistical
subtraction is not applied, the additional Gαβ-based
energy-dependent cut described in Sec. XIII C is used.
Figures 52, 53, and 54 show some examples of fit results
obtained using various procedures. Figure 52 refers to the
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FIG. 52 (color online). Example of fit of the energy spectrum
obtained using the Monte Carlo method without α-β statistical
subtraction. The fit was done using theNh energy estimator. After
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keV. The values of the best-fit parameters, the rates of individual
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Figure 1: Expected event rates in dark matter detectors from (a) solar neutrino–electron scattering and (b)
solar neutrino–nucleus scattering in germanium. In (a), we use units of events per keVee per year per NA

electrons (where NA is the Avogadro number) to be able to compare rates in di↵erent materials. Thick
black lines correspond to the total event rate, while thin lines break the rate up into contributions from
di↵erent neutrino production processes. We also show the observed electron recoil spectra in XENON-
100 [39] (see text for details) and Borexino [34], from the low-threshold analysis of CDMS data [32], and the
event spectra from CoGeNT [25] and DAMA [40]. Since CoGeNT and DAMA cannot distinguish nuclear
recoils from electron recoils, we interpret their data as electron recoil in the left panel and as nuclear recoils
in the right panels.

of about 2 keVee. Measurements indicate that the light yield might actually be larger at lower
recoil energies (down to 30 keVee) [41], and if this trend continues to even lower recoil energies,
the energy threshold in XENON-100 might be even lower (and the background rate per keVee
somewhat higher) than what is shown in figure 1a. However, in many scintillators the light
yield peaks at Er ⇠ 10 keVee and drops steeply below [41], so that the exact sensitivity of
the XENON-100 detector to low-energy electron recoil events remains somewhat uncertain. In
figure 1, as well as figures 2 and 3, we indicate this uncertainty by a dashed red lines below
Er = 50 keVee. Besides Borexino and XENON-100, also the GEMMA experiment [42] has placed
limits on neutrino–electron scattering at low recoil energies. GEMMA limits are not directly
comparable to to the limits shown in figure 1 because GEMMA used not solar neutrinos, but
reactor anti-neutrinos, and thus the neutrino spectrum was di↵erent. We will comment more on
GEMMA in section 4 when discussing neutrino magnetic moments, and also in section 7.

Neutrino–nucleus interactions:

For neutrino–nucleus scattering (figure 1b), we compare the Standard Model prediction to the
observed event rates in CoGeNT [25] and CDMS [32]. Here we discuss only elastic neutrino–
nucleus scattering because it has been shown in [23] that the new physics contributions to the
cross sections for inelastic processes like neutrino-induced deuteron breakup or nuclear excitations
are about eight orders of magnitude smaller than the elastic scattering cross section in the class
of models we are interested in this paper. The reason is that in our models, deuteron dissociation
can only be mediated by an isoscalar vector current, whereas in the Standard Model, the isovector
axial vector gives by far the dominant contribution. Thus, considering the 4% uncertainty of

• 278 tons of scintillator, ~5m radius
• ~1300 days of data
• ~150 keV threshold, maybe lower?
• Good energy resolution
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(right) energy spectra, with residuals. The sum of the individual components from the fit (black lines) are superimposed on
the data (grey points).
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tion rates: (i) the light yield, (ii) a resolution parameter
which accounts for the non-uniformity of the response
and is relevant for the high-energy part of the spectrum,
(iii) a resolution parameter which accounts for the intrin-
sic resolution of the scintillator and e↵ectively takes into
account other contributions at low energy, (iv) the posi-
tion and width of the 210Po-↵ peak (to account for non-
uniform and time-varying spatial distribution of 210Po
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FIG. 3. Results of the fit for TFC-subtracted energy spectrum
zoomed in to the lowest energy region (an example obtained
with the analytical method) and residuals.

in the detector), and (v) the starting point of the 11C
spectrum, corresponding to the annihilation of the two
511 keV �’s. Leaving the above listed parameters free
gives the analytical fit the freedom to account for second-
order unexpected e↵ects or unforeseen variations of the
detector response in time.
The second method is based on the Borexino MC [14],

a customized Geant4-based simulation package [17],
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Borexinolow-metallicity ones [19]. A precise CNO solar neutrino
flux measurement has therefore the potential to discrimi-
nate between these competing models and to shed light on
the inner workings of heavy stars.
This paper provides a detailed description of the analysis

methods used to obtain the aforementioned measurements
of 7Be, pep, and CNO (upper limit) solar neutrino inter-
action rates in Borexino. After a brief description of
the detector, we discuss the expected neutrino signal, the
backgrounds, the variables used in the analysis, and the
procedures adopted to extract the signal. We then report on
a measurement of the annual modulation of the 7Be solar
neutrino rate. Finally, we discuss the physics implications
of the Borexino solar neutrino results and we report a global
analysis of the Borexino data combined with that of other
solar neutrino experiments and of reactor experiments
sensitive to Δm2

12 and θ12.
This paper reports the final results of the Borexino

Phase-I. Phase-II, with an even better radio purity already
obtained after an extensive purification campaign of the
scintillator, already started data taking in 2012 and will
continue for several years. The goals of Phase-II will be
reported in a separate paper.

II. THE BOREXINO DETECTOR

Borexino is installed in Hall C of the Laboratori
Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy. Its design
[20] is based on the principle of graded shielding, with
the inner scintillating core at the center of a set of
concentric shells of decreasing radio purity from inside
to outside (see Fig. 2). The active medium is a solution of
PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole, a fluorescent dye) in pseudo-
cumene (PC, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene) at a concentration of
1.5 g=l [21]. The scintillator mass (∼278 ton) is contained
in a 125 μm thick spherical nylon inner vessel (IV) [22]
with 4.25 m radius surrounded by 2212 photomultipliers
(PMTs) labeled as internal PMTs in Fig. 2. All but 371
PMTs are equipped with aluminum light concentrators
designed to increase the light collection efficiency.
Within the IVa fiducial volume (FV) is software defined

through the measured event position, obtained from the
PMTs timing data via a time-of-flight algorithm (see
Sec. X). A second 5.5 m radius nylon outer vessel (OV)
surrounds the IV, acting as a barrier against radon and other
background contamination originating from outside. The
region between the IVand the OV contains a passive shield
composed of PC and a small quantity of DMP (dime-
thylphthalate), a material that quenches the residual scin-
tillation of PC so that scintillation signals arise dominantly
from the interior of the IV [21]. The concentration of DMP
in PC was 5.0 g=l at the beginning of data taking and was
later reduced to 3.0 g=l (and then to 2.0 g=l) to mitigate the
effects of a small leak in the IV (discussed in Sec. II A).
A 6.85 m radius stainless steel sphere (SSS) encloses the

central part of the detector and serves also as a support
structure for the 2212 8 in. (ETL 9351) PMTs.
The region between the OVand the SSS is filled with the

same inert buffer fluid (PC plus DMP) which is layered
between the IVand the OV. The apparatus consisting of the
PC and its solvents, the nylon vessels, and the internal
PMTs is called inner detector (ID).
The ID is contained in a tank (9 m base radius, 16.9 m

height) filled by ultrapure water. The total liquid passive
shielding of the central volume from external radiation
(such as that originating from the rock) is thus 5.5 m of
water equivalent. The water tank (WT) serves also as an
active veto [outer detector (OD)] allowing the detection of
the Cherenkov light induced by muons in water. For this
purpose 208 PMTs are installed on the external side of the
SSS and on the WT walls. The walls of the water tank are
covered by a reflective material to enhance the light
collection. Details of the OD are described in [23].
All the materials of the detector internal components

(stainless steel, phototubes, cables, light concentrators,
nylon) were specially selected for extremely low radio-
activity. Furthermore, only qualified ultraclean processes
were employed for their realization, followed by careful
surface cleaning methods.
The final assembly of the elements in the SSS was

carried out in clean room conditions: the entire interior of
the sphere was converted into a class 1000 clean room,
while in front of the main entrance of the sphere itself an on
purpose clean room of class 100–1000 was used for all the
final cleaning procedures of the equipment. Key elements
determining the success of the experiment were also the
many liquid purification and handling systems [24], which
were designed and installed to ensure the proper fluid
manipulation at the exceptional purity level demanded by
Borexino.
The PC was specially produced for Borexino by Polimeri

Europa (Sarroch-IT), according to a stringent quality
control plan jointly developed. It was shipped to LNGS
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FIG. 2 (color online). The schematic view of the Borexino
detector.
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j of the PS-BDThistogram, kj is the actual number of entries
in that bin, andm is the total number of bins of the PS-BDT
histogram.
LRadð~θÞ is defined in a way similar to LBDTð~θÞ. The

radial dependence is assumed uniform for all the species
except the external background. The PDFs of the radial
distribution of the external background and its energy
dependence has been obtained with the Monte Carlo
simulation, as described in Sec. XI.
We have performed Monte Carlo tests with datalike

samples to show that the statistical interpretation of like-
lihood-ratio tests holds for our computed total likelihood.

XXII. THE 7 Be-NEUTRINO INTERACTION RATE

The first measurement of the 7Be-ν interaction rate was
published by Borexino after only a few months of data
taking [5] and an update was reported in [6]. The accuracy
of those measurements was significantly improved in 2011
[7] using the results of the calibration campaign (see
Sec. VIII), a better understanding of the detector response,
and increased statistics. The data were collected in the
period from May 16, 2007 to May 8, 2010 and they
correspond to 740.7 live days after cuts and to 153.6 ton ×
year fiducial exposure. The resulting interaction rate of the
862 keV 7Be line [7] is

Rð7BeÞ ¼ 46.0 $ 1.5ðstatÞþ 1.5
−1.6ðsysÞ cpd=100 ton ð77Þ

and its corresponding νe-equivalent flux is ð2.79 $
0.13Þ × 109 cm−2 s−1. The νe-equivalent flux is calculated
by assuming that the total observed interaction rate is
due to electron flavor neutrinos only. Considering the
3-flavor neutrino oscillations, the equivalent flux is
ð4.43 $ 0.22Þ × 109 cm−2 s−1, which can be compared
with the expected SSM flux of Table II.
The 7Be-ν interaction rate has been obtained fitting only

the energy spectra (Sec. XX). The lower bound of the fit
region was chosen to avoid pileup between two 14C β
decays (Qβ ¼ 156 keV) and it corresponds to 270 keV. The
higher bound of the fit region is 1250 keV in the analytical
fit approach, in which the contribution of the external
background (208Tl, 214Bi) is not included. The Monte Carlo
fit includes the simulated spectrum of the external back-
ground allowing one to extend the fit region up to
1600 keV.
The weights for the 7Be neutrino signal and the main

radioactive background components (85Kr, 210Po, 210Bi,
and 11C) were left as free parameters in the fit, while the
contributions of the pp, pep, CNO, and 8B solar neutrinos
were fixed to the GS98-SSM predicted rates assuming
MSW-LMA neutrino oscillations (see Table II).
The 384 and 862 keV branches of the 7Be solar neutrinos

(see Fig. 1) are combined into a single spectrum. The
production ratio between the two branches is 10.52∶89.48.
Accounting for the energy-dependent survival probability

and interaction cross sections, the ratio between the
interaction rates is 3.9∶96.1. Similarly, we have combined
the 13N, 15O, and 17F recoil spectra into a single spectrum,
referred to as the CNO solar neutrino spectrum. The rates of
222Rn, 218Po, and 214Pb surviving the cuts were fixed using
the measured rate of 214Bi-214Po delayed coincidence
events.
Due to the slight eccentricity ε ¼ 0.01671 of the Earth’s

orbit around the Sun, the flux ΦE of solar neutrinos
reaching the Earth is time dependent:

ΦE ðtÞ ¼
RSun

4πr2ðtÞ
≃ RSun

4πr20

!
1 þ 2ε × cos

!
2πt
T

""
; ð78Þ

whereRSun is the neutrino production rate at the Sun, t is the
time in days from January 1, T is one year, rðtÞ is the time-
dependent Earth-to-Sun distance, and r0 is its mean value.
We are interested in the neutrino flux averaged over oneyear,
while the data acquisition periods are unevenly distributed
over a few years time interval. We have calculated the
expected flux for each period used in the data analysis using
Eq. (78). Thus,we have obtained the correction to be applied
to convert the measured flux into the yearly averaged flux.
The result is a multiplicative factor of 1.0003, a negligible
correction within the accuracy of the present data set.
All events accepted in the final energy spectra used in

the fit have to pass the selection criteria discussed in
Sec. XIII A. As described in Sec. XIII, the fit procedure
has been implemented both with and without statistical
subtraction of the 210Po-α peak (Sec. XIV). When statistical
subtraction is not applied, the additional Gαβ-based
energy-dependent cut described in Sec. XIII C is used.
Figures 52, 53, and 54 show some examples of fit results
obtained using various procedures. Figure 52 refers to the
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FIG. 52 (color online). Example of fit of the energy spectrum
obtained using the Monte Carlo method without α-β statistical
subtraction. The fit was done using theNh energy estimator. After
the fit, the horizontal axis was converted into an energy scale in
keV. The values of the best-fit parameters, the rates of individual
species, are given in cpd=100 ton.
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Figure 1: Expected event rates in dark matter detectors from (a) solar neutrino–electron scattering and (b)
solar neutrino–nucleus scattering in germanium. In (a), we use units of events per keVee per year per NA

electrons (where NA is the Avogadro number) to be able to compare rates in di↵erent materials. Thick
black lines correspond to the total event rate, while thin lines break the rate up into contributions from
di↵erent neutrino production processes. We also show the observed electron recoil spectra in XENON-
100 [39] (see text for details) and Borexino [34], from the low-threshold analysis of CDMS data [32], and the
event spectra from CoGeNT [25] and DAMA [40]. Since CoGeNT and DAMA cannot distinguish nuclear
recoils from electron recoils, we interpret their data as electron recoil in the left panel and as nuclear recoils
in the right panels.

of about 2 keVee. Measurements indicate that the light yield might actually be larger at lower
recoil energies (down to 30 keVee) [41], and if this trend continues to even lower recoil energies,
the energy threshold in XENON-100 might be even lower (and the background rate per keVee
somewhat higher) than what is shown in figure 1a. However, in many scintillators the light
yield peaks at Er ⇠ 10 keVee and drops steeply below [41], so that the exact sensitivity of
the XENON-100 detector to low-energy electron recoil events remains somewhat uncertain. In
figure 1, as well as figures 2 and 3, we indicate this uncertainty by a dashed red lines below
Er = 50 keVee. Besides Borexino and XENON-100, also the GEMMA experiment [42] has placed
limits on neutrino–electron scattering at low recoil energies. GEMMA limits are not directly
comparable to to the limits shown in figure 1 because GEMMA used not solar neutrinos, but
reactor anti-neutrinos, and thus the neutrino spectrum was di↵erent. We will comment more on
GEMMA in section 4 when discussing neutrino magnetic moments, and also in section 7.

Neutrino–nucleus interactions:

For neutrino–nucleus scattering (figure 1b), we compare the Standard Model prediction to the
observed event rates in CoGeNT [25] and CDMS [32]. Here we discuss only elastic neutrino–
nucleus scattering because it has been shown in [23] that the new physics contributions to the
cross sections for inelastic processes like neutrino-induced deuteron breakup or nuclear excitations
are about eight orders of magnitude smaller than the elastic scattering cross section in the class
of models we are interested in this paper. The reason is that in our models, deuteron dissociation
can only be mediated by an isoscalar vector current, whereas in the Standard Model, the isovector
axial vector gives by far the dominant contribution. Thus, considering the 4% uncertainty of

• 278 tons of scintillator, ~5m radius
• ~1300 days of data
• ~150 keV threshold, maybe lower?
• Good energy resolution
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FIG. 1. Multivariate fit results (an example obtained with the MC method) for the TFC-subtracted (left) and the TFC-tagged
(right) energy spectra, with residuals. The sum of the individual components from the fit (black lines) are superimposed on
the data (grey points).
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tion rates: (i) the light yield, (ii) a resolution parameter
which accounts for the non-uniformity of the response
and is relevant for the high-energy part of the spectrum,
(iii) a resolution parameter which accounts for the intrin-
sic resolution of the scintillator and e↵ectively takes into
account other contributions at low energy, (iv) the posi-
tion and width of the 210Po-↵ peak (to account for non-
uniform and time-varying spatial distribution of 210Po
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FIG. 3. Results of the fit for TFC-subtracted energy spectrum
zoomed in to the lowest energy region (an example obtained
with the analytical method) and residuals.

in the detector), and (v) the starting point of the 11C
spectrum, corresponding to the annihilation of the two
511 keV �’s. Leaving the above listed parameters free
gives the analytical fit the freedom to account for second-
order unexpected e↵ects or unforeseen variations of the
detector response in time.
The second method is based on the Borexino MC [14],

a customized Geant4-based simulation package [17],

[1707.09279
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Figure 6: The background rate at Borexino. The black curve is extracted from [70] while the orange
and blue curves come from [54].

4 Current and Future Sensitivities

We are now ready to estimate the sensitivity of modulating luminous signals to inelastic dark
matter. We will focus on two regions of parameter space which can be probed by two different
types of detectors. In Sec. 4.1, we consider higher mass splitting, � >

⇠ 200 keV, which can be probed
by detectors with a high threshold, such as the large liquid scintillator neutrino detectors Borexino
and JUNO. In Sec. 4.2, we will consider low mass splittings which can be probed by large gaseous
detectors designed for dark matter directional detection, such as the proposed CYGNUS detector.

4.1 Sensitivity of Borexino and JUNO

In this section, we consider the Borexino detector and events observed during its running of 1291.5
days [54]. The observed rate in the vicinity of 250-600 keV is 0.1�0.5 events/(day⇥keV⇥100 tonnes).
This rate does not include the radioactive background from 210Po ↵-decay, since it can be effectively
subtracted using a fit of shower shape variables (see e.g. Figure 53 of [54]). The rate is dominated
by the 7Be neutrino signal, which amusingly serves as a background for our analysis. There are also
several radioactive backgrounds which play a significant role. Below 250 keV the 14C background
dominates, producing a much higher background rate. The background rate that we use to place
our bounds is shown in Fig. 6, and was extracted from [70] and [54]. In our estimate we will not

assume any fundamental understanding of these backgrounds but will instead make use of the daily
modulation of the signal.

The luminous dark matter signal is a spectral line at an energy E� ' � on top of this back-
ground. This line is smeared by the energy resolution which we take to be ⇠ 10% [54]. The
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Borexinolow-metallicity ones [19]. A precise CNO solar neutrino
flux measurement has therefore the potential to discrimi-
nate between these competing models and to shed light on
the inner workings of heavy stars.
This paper provides a detailed description of the analysis

methods used to obtain the aforementioned measurements
of 7Be, pep, and CNO (upper limit) solar neutrino inter-
action rates in Borexino. After a brief description of
the detector, we discuss the expected neutrino signal, the
backgrounds, the variables used in the analysis, and the
procedures adopted to extract the signal. We then report on
a measurement of the annual modulation of the 7Be solar
neutrino rate. Finally, we discuss the physics implications
of the Borexino solar neutrino results and we report a global
analysis of the Borexino data combined with that of other
solar neutrino experiments and of reactor experiments
sensitive to Δm2

12 and θ12.
This paper reports the final results of the Borexino

Phase-I. Phase-II, with an even better radio purity already
obtained after an extensive purification campaign of the
scintillator, already started data taking in 2012 and will
continue for several years. The goals of Phase-II will be
reported in a separate paper.

II. THE BOREXINO DETECTOR

Borexino is installed in Hall C of the Laboratori
Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy. Its design
[20] is based on the principle of graded shielding, with
the inner scintillating core at the center of a set of
concentric shells of decreasing radio purity from inside
to outside (see Fig. 2). The active medium is a solution of
PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole, a fluorescent dye) in pseudo-
cumene (PC, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene) at a concentration of
1.5 g=l [21]. The scintillator mass (∼278 ton) is contained
in a 125 μm thick spherical nylon inner vessel (IV) [22]
with 4.25 m radius surrounded by 2212 photomultipliers
(PMTs) labeled as internal PMTs in Fig. 2. All but 371
PMTs are equipped with aluminum light concentrators
designed to increase the light collection efficiency.
Within the IVa fiducial volume (FV) is software defined

through the measured event position, obtained from the
PMTs timing data via a time-of-flight algorithm (see
Sec. X). A second 5.5 m radius nylon outer vessel (OV)
surrounds the IV, acting as a barrier against radon and other
background contamination originating from outside. The
region between the IVand the OV contains a passive shield
composed of PC and a small quantity of DMP (dime-
thylphthalate), a material that quenches the residual scin-
tillation of PC so that scintillation signals arise dominantly
from the interior of the IV [21]. The concentration of DMP
in PC was 5.0 g=l at the beginning of data taking and was
later reduced to 3.0 g=l (and then to 2.0 g=l) to mitigate the
effects of a small leak in the IV (discussed in Sec. II A).
A 6.85 m radius stainless steel sphere (SSS) encloses the

central part of the detector and serves also as a support
structure for the 2212 8 in. (ETL 9351) PMTs.
The region between the OVand the SSS is filled with the

same inert buffer fluid (PC plus DMP) which is layered
between the IVand the OV. The apparatus consisting of the
PC and its solvents, the nylon vessels, and the internal
PMTs is called inner detector (ID).
The ID is contained in a tank (9 m base radius, 16.9 m

height) filled by ultrapure water. The total liquid passive
shielding of the central volume from external radiation
(such as that originating from the rock) is thus 5.5 m of
water equivalent. The water tank (WT) serves also as an
active veto [outer detector (OD)] allowing the detection of
the Cherenkov light induced by muons in water. For this
purpose 208 PMTs are installed on the external side of the
SSS and on the WT walls. The walls of the water tank are
covered by a reflective material to enhance the light
collection. Details of the OD are described in [23].
All the materials of the detector internal components

(stainless steel, phototubes, cables, light concentrators,
nylon) were specially selected for extremely low radio-
activity. Furthermore, only qualified ultraclean processes
were employed for their realization, followed by careful
surface cleaning methods.
The final assembly of the elements in the SSS was

carried out in clean room conditions: the entire interior of
the sphere was converted into a class 1000 clean room,
while in front of the main entrance of the sphere itself an on
purpose clean room of class 100–1000 was used for all the
final cleaning procedures of the equipment. Key elements
determining the success of the experiment were also the
many liquid purification and handling systems [24], which
were designed and installed to ensure the proper fluid
manipulation at the exceptional purity level demanded by
Borexino.
The PC was specially produced for Borexino by Polimeri

Europa (Sarroch-IT), according to a stringent quality
control plan jointly developed. It was shipped to LNGS

Stainless steel sphereExternal water tank

Nylon inner vessel
Nylon outer vessel
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Scintillator
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Water
Ropes

Steel plates
for extra
shielding

Borexino Detector
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FIG. 2 (color online). The schematic view of the Borexino
detector.
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j of the PS-BDThistogram, kj is the actual number of entries
in that bin, andm is the total number of bins of the PS-BDT
histogram.
LRadð~θÞ is defined in a way similar to LBDTð~θÞ. The

radial dependence is assumed uniform for all the species
except the external background. The PDFs of the radial
distribution of the external background and its energy
dependence has been obtained with the Monte Carlo
simulation, as described in Sec. XI.
We have performed Monte Carlo tests with datalike

samples to show that the statistical interpretation of like-
lihood-ratio tests holds for our computed total likelihood.

XXII. THE 7 Be-NEUTRINO INTERACTION RATE

The first measurement of the 7Be-ν interaction rate was
published by Borexino after only a few months of data
taking [5] and an update was reported in [6]. The accuracy
of those measurements was significantly improved in 2011
[7] using the results of the calibration campaign (see
Sec. VIII), a better understanding of the detector response,
and increased statistics. The data were collected in the
period from May 16, 2007 to May 8, 2010 and they
correspond to 740.7 live days after cuts and to 153.6 ton ×
year fiducial exposure. The resulting interaction rate of the
862 keV 7Be line [7] is

Rð7BeÞ ¼ 46.0 $ 1.5ðstatÞþ 1.5
−1.6ðsysÞ cpd=100 ton ð77Þ

and its corresponding νe-equivalent flux is ð2.79 $
0.13Þ × 109 cm−2 s−1. The νe-equivalent flux is calculated
by assuming that the total observed interaction rate is
due to electron flavor neutrinos only. Considering the
3-flavor neutrino oscillations, the equivalent flux is
ð4.43 $ 0.22Þ × 109 cm−2 s−1, which can be compared
with the expected SSM flux of Table II.
The 7Be-ν interaction rate has been obtained fitting only

the energy spectra (Sec. XX). The lower bound of the fit
region was chosen to avoid pileup between two 14C β
decays (Qβ ¼ 156 keV) and it corresponds to 270 keV. The
higher bound of the fit region is 1250 keV in the analytical
fit approach, in which the contribution of the external
background (208Tl, 214Bi) is not included. The Monte Carlo
fit includes the simulated spectrum of the external back-
ground allowing one to extend the fit region up to
1600 keV.
The weights for the 7Be neutrino signal and the main

radioactive background components (85Kr, 210Po, 210Bi,
and 11C) were left as free parameters in the fit, while the
contributions of the pp, pep, CNO, and 8B solar neutrinos
were fixed to the GS98-SSM predicted rates assuming
MSW-LMA neutrino oscillations (see Table II).
The 384 and 862 keV branches of the 7Be solar neutrinos

(see Fig. 1) are combined into a single spectrum. The
production ratio between the two branches is 10.52∶89.48.
Accounting for the energy-dependent survival probability

and interaction cross sections, the ratio between the
interaction rates is 3.9∶96.1. Similarly, we have combined
the 13N, 15O, and 17F recoil spectra into a single spectrum,
referred to as the CNO solar neutrino spectrum. The rates of
222Rn, 218Po, and 214Pb surviving the cuts were fixed using
the measured rate of 214Bi-214Po delayed coincidence
events.
Due to the slight eccentricity ε ¼ 0.01671 of the Earth’s

orbit around the Sun, the flux ΦE of solar neutrinos
reaching the Earth is time dependent:

ΦE ðtÞ ¼
RSun

4πr2ðtÞ
≃ RSun

4πr20

!
1 þ 2ε × cos

!
2πt
T

""
; ð78Þ

whereRSun is the neutrino production rate at the Sun, t is the
time in days from January 1, T is one year, rðtÞ is the time-
dependent Earth-to-Sun distance, and r0 is its mean value.
We are interested in the neutrino flux averaged over oneyear,
while the data acquisition periods are unevenly distributed
over a few years time interval. We have calculated the
expected flux for each period used in the data analysis using
Eq. (78). Thus,we have obtained the correction to be applied
to convert the measured flux into the yearly averaged flux.
The result is a multiplicative factor of 1.0003, a negligible
correction within the accuracy of the present data set.
All events accepted in the final energy spectra used in

the fit have to pass the selection criteria discussed in
Sec. XIII A. As described in Sec. XIII, the fit procedure
has been implemented both with and without statistical
subtraction of the 210Po-α peak (Sec. XIV). When statistical
subtraction is not applied, the additional Gαβ-based
energy-dependent cut described in Sec. XIII C is used.
Figures 52, 53, and 54 show some examples of fit results
obtained using various procedures. Figure 52 refers to the
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FIG. 52 (color online). Example of fit of the energy spectrum
obtained using the Monte Carlo method without α-β statistical
subtraction. The fit was done using theNh energy estimator. After
the fit, the horizontal axis was converted into an energy scale in
keV. The values of the best-fit parameters, the rates of individual
species, are given in cpd=100 ton.
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Figure 1: Expected event rates in dark matter detectors from (a) solar neutrino–electron scattering and (b)
solar neutrino–nucleus scattering in germanium. In (a), we use units of events per keVee per year per NA

electrons (where NA is the Avogadro number) to be able to compare rates in di↵erent materials. Thick
black lines correspond to the total event rate, while thin lines break the rate up into contributions from
di↵erent neutrino production processes. We also show the observed electron recoil spectra in XENON-
100 [39] (see text for details) and Borexino [34], from the low-threshold analysis of CDMS data [32], and the
event spectra from CoGeNT [25] and DAMA [40]. Since CoGeNT and DAMA cannot distinguish nuclear
recoils from electron recoils, we interpret their data as electron recoil in the left panel and as nuclear recoils
in the right panels.

of about 2 keVee. Measurements indicate that the light yield might actually be larger at lower
recoil energies (down to 30 keVee) [41], and if this trend continues to even lower recoil energies,
the energy threshold in XENON-100 might be even lower (and the background rate per keVee
somewhat higher) than what is shown in figure 1a. However, in many scintillators the light
yield peaks at Er ⇠ 10 keVee and drops steeply below [41], so that the exact sensitivity of
the XENON-100 detector to low-energy electron recoil events remains somewhat uncertain. In
figure 1, as well as figures 2 and 3, we indicate this uncertainty by a dashed red lines below
Er = 50 keVee. Besides Borexino and XENON-100, also the GEMMA experiment [42] has placed
limits on neutrino–electron scattering at low recoil energies. GEMMA limits are not directly
comparable to to the limits shown in figure 1 because GEMMA used not solar neutrinos, but
reactor anti-neutrinos, and thus the neutrino spectrum was di↵erent. We will comment more on
GEMMA in section 4 when discussing neutrino magnetic moments, and also in section 7.

Neutrino–nucleus interactions:

For neutrino–nucleus scattering (figure 1b), we compare the Standard Model prediction to the
observed event rates in CoGeNT [25] and CDMS [32]. Here we discuss only elastic neutrino–
nucleus scattering because it has been shown in [23] that the new physics contributions to the
cross sections for inelastic processes like neutrino-induced deuteron breakup or nuclear excitations
are about eight orders of magnitude smaller than the elastic scattering cross section in the class
of models we are interested in this paper. The reason is that in our models, deuteron dissociation
can only be mediated by an isoscalar vector current, whereas in the Standard Model, the isovector
axial vector gives by far the dominant contribution. Thus, considering the 4% uncertainty of

• 278 tons of scintillator, ~5m radius
• ~1300 days of data
• ~150 keV threshold, maybe lower?
• Good energy resolution
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FIG. 1. Multivariate fit results (an example obtained with the MC method) for the TFC-subtracted (left) and the TFC-tagged
(right) energy spectra, with residuals. The sum of the individual components from the fit (black lines) are superimposed on
the data (grey points).
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FIG. 2. An example of the multivariate fit showing the radial
(top) and the PS-LPR (bottom) distributions of the events
(black crosses).

tion rates: (i) the light yield, (ii) a resolution parameter
which accounts for the non-uniformity of the response
and is relevant for the high-energy part of the spectrum,
(iii) a resolution parameter which accounts for the intrin-
sic resolution of the scintillator and e↵ectively takes into
account other contributions at low energy, (iv) the posi-
tion and width of the 210Po-↵ peak (to account for non-
uniform and time-varying spatial distribution of 210Po
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FIG. 3. Results of the fit for TFC-subtracted energy spectrum
zoomed in to the lowest energy region (an example obtained
with the analytical method) and residuals.

in the detector), and (v) the starting point of the 11C
spectrum, corresponding to the annihilation of the two
511 keV �’s. Leaving the above listed parameters free
gives the analytical fit the freedom to account for second-
order unexpected e↵ects or unforeseen variations of the
detector response in time.
The second method is based on the Borexino MC [14],

a customized Geant4-based simulation package [17],
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Figure 6: The background rate at Borexino. The black curve is extracted from [70] while the orange
and blue curves come from [54].

4 Current and Future Sensitivities

We are now ready to estimate the sensitivity of modulating luminous signals to inelastic dark
matter. We will focus on two regions of parameter space which can be probed by two different
types of detectors. In Sec. 4.1, we consider higher mass splitting, � >

⇠ 200 keV, which can be probed
by detectors with a high threshold, such as the large liquid scintillator neutrino detectors Borexino
and JUNO. In Sec. 4.2, we will consider low mass splittings which can be probed by large gaseous
detectors designed for dark matter directional detection, such as the proposed CYGNUS detector.

4.1 Sensitivity of Borexino and JUNO

In this section, we consider the Borexino detector and events observed during its running of 1291.5
days [54]. The observed rate in the vicinity of 250-600 keV is 0.1�0.5 events/(day⇥keV⇥100 tonnes).
This rate does not include the radioactive background from 210Po ↵-decay, since it can be effectively
subtracted using a fit of shower shape variables (see e.g. Figure 53 of [54]). The rate is dominated
by the 7Be neutrino signal, which amusingly serves as a background for our analysis. There are also
several radioactive backgrounds which play a significant role. Below 250 keV the 14C background
dominates, producing a much higher background rate. The background rate that we use to place
our bounds is shown in Fig. 6, and was extracted from [70] and [54]. In our estimate we will not

assume any fundamental understanding of these backgrounds but will instead make use of the daily
modulation of the signal.

The luminous dark matter signal is a spectral line at an energy E� ' � on top of this back-
ground. This line is smeared by the energy resolution which we take to be ⇠ 10% [54]. The
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Figure 2: Here are some plots for Borexino.

Figure 3: Here are some plots for JUNO.

5 Novel Bi-daily Modulation Signals in the Southern Hemi-

sphere

Next explain the modulation in the southern hemisphere that is exhibited in all of Josh’s 1
TeV plots.

Here Graham shows a picture of half a grapefruit.

- crust/mantle elemental abundance differences

6 Conclusions

Blah blah blah.

12

“on”“off”

• Expect ~5 events/day—weak bound, no benefit from large exposure
• Use modulation to our advantage to measure background

Collaboration could (should!) do a full modulation analysis 
(sidereal/Cygnus time)

background rate within the line width is thus of order 5 events per day in Borexino for photon
energies above 250 keV. If it were not for the daily modulation of the signal, a conservative bound
would require that the luminous photon signal rate be below the observed background rate. This
would not make use of the large exposure of Borexino. However, the limit obtained by a modulation
analysis is much stronger and does take advantage of the order thousand tonnes⇥year exposure of
Borexino.

Performing a full-fledged modulation analysis is beyond the scope of our work. We instead
follow a simpler (though cruder) approach – dividing the sidereal day into two bins: signal-“on”
and signal-“off”. For simplicity we take each bin to be one-half of a sidereal day. The “on” bin
consists of the half-day in which the integrated signal rate is maximal, while the “off” bin is the
other half-day in which the signal rate is lowest. In most of the parameter space of interest, the
signal rate during the on bin will be much larger than that in the off bin, �on

s � �o↵
s and the off rate

can be neglected2. In the Northern Hemisphere the on bin consists of twelve consecutive sidereal
hours, but this does not have to be the case in general as can be seen in Fig. 4.

Employing this on-off approximation, one can “measure” the backgrounds using the signal-off
bin and use this to help search for the signal in the signal-on bin. The uncertainty in the prediction
of the background in the on bin will thus be set by the statistical uncertainty of the measurement in
the off bin. Suppose that during Borexino’s full run it has accumulated No↵ events during signal-off
times in a window of size ±0.1� around a hypothesized �. The reach of Borexino can be estimated
by requiring that the signal rate in the signal-on bin, �signal, does not exceed the expected statistical
fluctuations in the background rate in the signal-off bin,

�signal <⇠
2⇥ 1.64
p
No↵

�o↵ (18)

where No↵ = �o↵ to↵ and to↵ = 1/2 ⇥ 1291.5 days is the total signal-off time accumulated in
the exposure, and the factor of 1.64 arises because we consider a 90% confidence interval. This
procedure yields an expected limit which strengthens as the square root of the exposure.

In Fig. 7 we show the sensitivity of Borexino for a 1 TeV higgsino with decay length deter-
mined by Eq. (3). This figure is one of the main results of this paper. The figure demonstrates
that Borexino (and, in the future, JUNO) has the potential to substantially extend the bound on
narrowly-split higgsinos, � >

⇠ 380 keV (� >
⇠ 500 keV), using an alternative search strategy to direct

detection experiments. The weakening of the bound for � <
⇠ 250 keV is due to the growth of the

background at low energies, specifically 14C. We expect that an actual analysis, using the time-
stamps in the real data, will be able to improve upon our analysis at high � and potentially look
underneath this background which will not have a sidereal modulation.

The current bounds, also shown in Fig. 7, from the non-observation of nuclear recoil from
inelastic scattering are derived from [14] and shown using the latest results from CRESST-II [71],
PICO-60 [72], and XENON100 [23]. CRESST has accumulated 52 kg⇥days of data with nu-
clear recoil energies between 20-120 keVnr, they observed 4 events. PICO’s data corresponds to
⇠ 1300 kg⇥days of exposure with a sensitivity to recoils between 10� 103 keV, the lower threshold
varied over their data taking from 7� 20 keV but we take the lower limit fixed at 10 keV, they did

2In the off bin the signal is not quite off, but the validity of this approximation justifies its name.
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Figure 7: Projected sensitivity to the inelastic dark matter cross section in neutrino detectors.
The red, green, and blue curves represent (respectively) existing direct detection bounds from
CRESST II, PICO-60, and XENON100 (see [14]). The shaded regions of each curve represent the
uncertainty in vesc = 550±50 km/s. The black (gray) curves represent projected Borexino sensitiv-
ity using the existing 1291.5 days of running (projected JUNO sensitivity assuming Borexino-like
background and run time). The dashed horizontal gray line is the scattering cross section for a
narrowly-split higgsino.

not observe any events. The conventional analysis of XENON100 [73] is over an energy range of
6.6-43.3 keVnr. However, the collaboration have also carried out an analysis up to 240 keVnr, cor-
responding to 3� 180 PE in S1, and have presented their ⇠ 7600 kg⇥days of data over an enlarged
energy range, up to 1000 PE in S1 (see Figure 9 of Ref. [23]). They have not carried out a complete
analysis over this full range, so the efficiencies for nuclear recoils are not known; we assume they are
similar to those below 180 PE. Since they have not seen any events up to 1000 PE (⇠ 500 keVnr),
we place a bound. In all cases, after accounting for the mass fraction of the experiment made of
the heavy target element, we must apply a rescaling to account for efficiency effects. We determine
this rescaling by matching with the known constraint at � = 0 keV.

The sensitivity to the photon signal in Borexino (and presumably JUNO, in the future) is
limited by radioactive backgrounds and solar neutrinos scattering off the elements in the liquid
scintillator. The neutrino scattering was, after all, the motivation for the design of these exper-
iments. Substantial improvement could be achieved if these “backgrounds” could be reduced. A
similar sized detector but with a significantly reduced mass inside the detector, achieved by swap-
ping the liquid scintillator with a gaseous scintillator, would yield significant improvements in the
sensitivity to luminous dark matter. In the regime � >⇠ 150 keV, a Borexino-sized detector would see
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Limited by backgrounds at small splitting
Ideally would have a low threshold, large volume, low 
background (i.e. low mass) detector

Gas drift TPC’s: DMTPC, DRIFT, CYGNUS

Kamioka

Stawell

new lab 
funded in 
Australia

CYGNUS - Multiple Sites

LNGS

Boulby

Directionality benefit from multiple sites at different latitude  

Jinping

Eventual CYGNUS
detectors!

in 5 laboratories

with coordinated analysis  

Neil Spooner, IDM 2018

DRIFT TPC example (~1.5D wires)

arXiv: 1010.3027
arXiv: 1410.7821

arXiv: 1701.00171
(31	gram	F,	40	Torr,	~50	
days,	zero	background)

Astroparticle Physics 
91 (2017) 65–74	

non	directional

 • 1m3 negative ion (CS2:CF4:O2), 3D fiducialised, zero background  
 • First result in “DAMA Region” with directionality  
 • US-UK collaboration at Boulby   

Neil Spooner, IDM 2018

CYGNUS: Gas TPC Conceptual Design
These advances show how to reach the required technical goals:
 • Gas Mixtures: SF6:He,(CF4) p ~1atm  

• Can switch between higher density (search 
mode) and lower density gas for (improved) 
directional confirmation of WIMP signal

 • Threshold at <1 keVe  
• Use of high gain stages
• Ultimate is W~30 eV

 • Reduced diffusion via -ve ion drift   

 • 3D Fiducialisation    
• SF6 minority carriers 
•  charge cloud profile	

 • He target    
•  Improved sensitivity to low mass WIMP    
•  Longer recoil tracks, extending directionality to lower energies   

 • Reasonable detector volumes (10 m3 to 1000 m3)   

 • Active electron rejection at ~GeV  

Neil Spooner, IDM 2018

Energies ~10 keVee — ~ 200 keVee. 1m3, 10m3 ,1000m3 

volumes.  Low mass (gass filled).  No 14C.  
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Figure 8: Projected sensitivity to the inelastic dark matter cross section in gaseous dark matter
detectors such as CYGNUS. The blue curve represents existing direct detection bounds from
XENON100, and the black solid line is the projected limit from Borexino, as in Fig. 7. The purple
lines represent an experiment with CYGNUS-like background projections, with detector volume
1 m3 (short dashed), 10 m3 (thick), and 1000 m3 (long dashed). The dotted purple line represents
the projected sensitivity of a hypothetical zero-background experiment with detector volume 10 m3.
For the CYGNUS curves, we only show the sensitivities with vesc = 550 km/s.

keV since this is typically the highest energy at which existing directional detector collaborations
have calibrated their detector response.

The dramatic increase in sensitivity below 160 keV is a result of inelastic dark matter be-
ing able to scatter off iron. In practice, there would be improved sensitivity even between
150 keV <

⇠ � <
⇠ 200 keV due to elements in the Earth that are more abundant than lead but also

heavier than iron (such as barium). For � <
⇠ 85 keV it is possible for dark matter to scatter off

silicon, and for lower � this will dominate. Once � <
⇠ 40 keV, the characteristic decay length,

Eq. (3), exceeds the diameter of the Earth and the sensitivity decreases rapidly. Remarkably, a
10 m3 detector employed to search for the luminous signal (and with a conservative assumption of
the background as described above) has comparable sensitivity to what XENON100 has achieved
by searching for the signal of inelastic nuclear recoil.

Larger volumes and/or lower backgrounds would significantly improve the sensitivity of
CYGNUS to the luminous signal, see Fig. 8. CYGNUS is designed as a directional dark mat-
ter detector and will suppress backgrounds by using pointing of the dark matter recoil signal. The
signal of luminous dark matter is not pointing but is instead modulating in a unique way. As
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Figure 8: Projected sensitivity to the inelastic dark matter cross section in gaseous dark matter
detectors such as CYGNUS. The blue curve represents existing direct detection bounds from
XENON100, and the black solid line is the projected limit from Borexino, as in Fig. 7. The purple
lines represent an experiment with CYGNUS-like background projections, with detector volume
1 m3 (short dashed), 10 m3 (thick), and 1000 m3 (long dashed). The dotted purple line represents
the projected sensitivity of a hypothetical zero-background experiment with detector volume 10 m3.
For the CYGNUS curves, we only show the sensitivities with vesc = 550 km/s.

keV since this is typically the highest energy at which existing directional detector collaborations
have calibrated their detector response.

The dramatic increase in sensitivity below 160 keV is a result of inelastic dark matter be-
ing able to scatter off iron. In practice, there would be improved sensitivity even between
150 keV <

⇠ � <
⇠ 200 keV due to elements in the Earth that are more abundant than lead but also

heavier than iron (such as barium). For � <
⇠ 85 keV it is possible for dark matter to scatter off

silicon, and for lower � this will dominate. Once � <
⇠ 40 keV, the characteristic decay length,

Eq. (3), exceeds the diameter of the Earth and the sensitivity decreases rapidly. Remarkably, a
10 m3 detector employed to search for the luminous signal (and with a conservative assumption of
the background as described above) has comparable sensitivity to what XENON100 has achieved
by searching for the signal of inelastic nuclear recoil.

Larger volumes and/or lower backgrounds would significantly improve the sensitivity of
CYGNUS to the luminous signal, see Fig. 8. CYGNUS is designed as a directional dark mat-
ter detector and will suppress backgrounds by using pointing of the dark matter recoil signal. The
signal of luminous dark matter is not pointing but is instead modulating in a unique way. As
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The Photon Phrontier 

Figure 1: A cartoon summarizing the luminous dark matter signal discussed in this work. A heavy
dark matter particle, �1, is coming from the direction of the Cygnus constellation and approaching
Earth with high speed (left). This allows it to upscatter off a (lead) nucleus somewhere within the
Earth, deviating from its direction only slightly (middle). The excited state, �2, decays back to �1

and a photon in an underground detector located on the opposite side of the Earth (right). The
rate for this process would be much lower had the detector been on the Cygnus-facing side of the
planet.

first proposed dark matter which upscatters to an excited state in the rock outside of a detector,
and then decays into a photon that needed to be a few keV, with the goal of explaining the DAMA
annual modulation. Alas, this novel DAMA explanation is ruled out by other direct detection
experiments. Another idea, “dark matter in two easy steps” [11], proposed dark matter which
upscatters into an excited state in lead shielding surrounding a neutrinoless double beta decay
experiment, and then decays into a photon of order one hundred keV. This analysis shares some
similarities with our paper: we both propose that inelastic dark matter is excited by lead outside
of the detector volume, and propose looking for the photon from the decay of the excited state
back into dark matter. Moreover, we both recognize that there is large sidereal-daily modulation
of the rate that can be used to separate signal from background. The main differences between our
analysis and theirs is: we utilize the entire Earth as upscatter material (focusing on upscatters off
lead and iron); and, we consider a large range of photon energies between about 5-600 keV. The
upper end of this range has the weakest constraints from direct detection experiments. The range
75-125 keV, which was the main focus of [11], is significantly constrained by PICO and the high
recoil analysis of XENON100 [14]. Reinterpreting these bounds on the magnetic inelastic transition
strength [14] implies the the characteristic decay length of the excited state exceeds 50 (500) meters
once � <

⇠ 150 (100) keV. At these lengths, the gain from integrating over the trace lead abundance
in the Earth is substantial in comparison to utilizing the close-in concentrated lead shielding of
experiments sensitive to these photon energies.

In this paper we also decouple the upscatter process from the excited state decay. This is
well-motivated, since there are many specific models that can have a large inelastic scattering rate,
small elastic scattering rate, and excited state decay that all proceed through different processes.
Examples include a variety of elementary candidates such as the wino and higgsino [44–47] as well
as composite candidates [48]. The prototypical example model for this paper is the narrowly-split
higgsino that arises from split Dirac supersymmetry [49]: in this model, the abundance of dark
matter matches cosmological observations for m�0

1
⇠ 1 TeV; the neutral higgsino states �0

1,2 are
narrowly split by hundreds of keV; the dominant elastic scattering cross section is exceptionally small
due to the twist-2 operator suppression as well as the cancellation against Higgs boson exchange

3

• iDM challenges direct detection in unique ways—raise energy 
threshold

• Luminous process to probe inelastic DM
• Whole Earth is target, multiple elements
• Search for de-excitation photon in large volume (not mass!), low 

threshold detectors
• Borexino, JUNO, CYGNUS
• Can beat traditional direct detection experiments, at large and 

small delta
• Novel sidereal day modulation, latitude dependence
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� = 100 keV
<latexit sha1_base64="BeeNUtpiOElMFI4eePawfgDz4Q0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BeeNUtpiOElMFI4eePawfgDz4Q0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BeeNUtpiOElMFI4eePawfgDz4Q0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BeeNUtpiOElMFI4eePawfgDz4Q0=">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</latexit>

� = 200 keV
<latexit sha1_base64="kkkVquEb9AFuGQnZLDcSYu6zSV4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kkkVquEb9AFuGQnZLDcSYu6zSV4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kkkVquEb9AFuGQnZLDcSYu6zSV4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kkkVquEb9AFuGQnZLDcSYu6zSV4=">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</latexit>

� = 300 keV

<latexit sha1_base64="v1pBXU9/xKpq0LIdeXgZqzzGFBk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1pBXU9/xKpq0LIdeXgZqzzGFBk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1pBXU9/xKpq0LIdeXgZqzzGFBk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v1pBXU9/xKpq0LIdeXgZqzzGFBk=">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</latexit>

� =
400 keV

<latexit sha1_base64="3RXERJZJB4Fm4t4yQafMiPTYYp4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RXERJZJB4Fm4t4yQafMiPTYYp4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RXERJZJB4Fm4t4yQafMiPTYYp4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RXERJZJB4Fm4t4yQafMiPTYYp4=">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</latexit>

� . 300 keV. By including larger nuclear recoil energies in future analyses, the combined reach of
these experiments can be extended to � ⇠ 550 keV, and the iodine based-results can be improved
upon by over an order of magnitude in much of the parameter space, just using present xenon
exposures. Moreover, our study reveals that because tungsten is the heaviest element currently
employed in dark matter experiments, experiments like CRESST can probe the largest inelastic dark
matter mass splitting.2

There are now many examples of well-motivated dark matter models that predict sizable inelastic
mass splittings, in this work we will consider three examples. A supersymmetric example is Higgsino
dark matter with O(100) keV mass splittings between the Higgsino states induced by mixing with
very heavy, or carefully tuned, neutralinos. In this case the coupling to the nucleus is through Z

exchange. For our second example, we consider DM-nucleus interactions that take place through
photon exchange. Specifically, we will focus on magnetic inelastic dark matter (MIDM) [18, 20],
where the DM-photon coupling is a transition dipole operator, between states split by O(100) keV.
In our third example, the state exchanged during direct detection is a dark photon of mass ⇠ 0.1�10
GeV; here the dark sector inelastic splitting arises from coupling to the scalar that makes the dark
photon massive. Further details on these models will be given in Sec. 5.

The setup of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we explore the kinematics of inelastic
scattering, particularly studying how detector nuclear recoil energies and velocity phase space a↵ect
searches for dark matter with a large inelastic mass splitting. In Sec. 3, we examine the dark matter-
nuclear scattering rate at large inelastic mass splittings and recoil energies for xenon and tungsten
targets. Sec. 4 finds how existing and prospective dark matter direct detection analyses can bound
inelastic dark matter. In Sec. 5, we explore a number of dark matter models that give rise to a large
inelastic mass splitting. In Sec. 6, we note that four events recently observed in the ER = 30-120 keV
recoil energy band at CRESST would be consistent with 1 TeV WIMP-like dark matter with a
⇠ 200 keV mass splitting. In Sec. 7 we conclude.

2 Inelastic Kinematics

To begin, we examine kinematic properties of inelastic dark matter (see e.g. [2,6,12,24,25] for prior
discussion). Here we will scrutinize the impact of dark matter inelastic mass splitting � and dark
matter velocity v on the spectrum of expected nuclear recoil event energies at fixed target dark
matter searches. The kinetic energy of a dark matter particle is E0 = 1

2
mXv

2, where the velocity v

is in the laboratory frame. In the non-relativistic limit appropriate for dark matter scattering, the
recoil energy is

ER =
µ

mN

h�
µv

2 cos2 ✓lab � �
�
± (µv2 cos2 ✓lab)

1/2
�
µv

2 cos2 ✓lab � 2�
�1/2i

,

where ✓lab is the scattering angle in the laboratory frame, and µ is the reduced mass of dark matter
and the nucleus. We illustrate the kinematically allowed space of recoil energies as a function of
velocity in Fig. 1. The contours correspond to maximal scattering angle, i.e., cos2 ✓lab = 1. In this
figure, we show several target elements for a fixed dark matter mass mX = 1TeV and several di↵erent
inelastic splittings.

Notice that there is both a lower bound and an upper bound on the recoil energy, assuming
a maximum incoming terrestrial dark matter speed. Unsurprisingly, the maximum recoil energy

2
The heavier element thallium (A = 205) is used as a doping agent in the DAMA [22] and KIMS [23] experiments,

with O(10
�3

) concentrations. This impurity is too small to provide a meaningful bound but has been investigated in

the past as a possible inelastic explanation of the DAMA excess [24].
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Figure 3: Rate for dark matter nucleon scattering assuming a DM-nucleon cross-section �n =
10�40 cm2 and a target made purely of 132Xe. Blue (red) lines indicate d�/dER for mX = 1 TeV
(= 10 TeV) inelastic dark matter, with � = 0, 100, 200, 300, 400 keV mass splittings between dark
matter states, as indicated. The vertical line marks the maximum recoil energy considered by LUX
in [27].

where �n and µn are the dark matter-nucleon scattering cross-section and reduced mass, A and Z are
the nuclear atomic mass and number, and fp(fn) encapsulate the DM-proton (DM-neutron) e↵ective
couplings. All of the energy dependence lies in F

2(ER), the nuclear form factor that characterizes
how coherently dark matter scatters o↵ the nucleus.

Detailed recoil energy dependent form factors have been calculated using nuclear physics models
for several relevant DM scattering elements and isotopes. Whenever possible, we use the results of
the most recent calculations, notably Ref. [36] calculate form factors for xenon. For elements/isotopes
where calculations are not publicly available, such as tungsten and iodine, we will use the Helm form
factor. The form factors (either Helm or from dedicated nuclear calculations) suppress higher-energy
scattering events which probe the sub-structure of the nuclei. As inelastic scattering involves large
recoil energies, form factor suppression will play a much larger role than in elastic scattering. Ad-
ditionally, the (spin-independent) form factors have several ‘zeros’, recoil energies corresponding to
momentum exchanges where the scattering contributions from di↵erent nucleons destructively inter-
fere. The specifics of the form factors we use can be found in appendix A.

We are now ready to examine the recoil rate as a function of inelastic mass splitting. We will
look at two di↵erent DM masses, 1TeV and 10TeV, colliding with two di↵erent nuclear targets,
xenon (A = 132), and tungsten (A = 184). The DM mass and nuclear parameters completely specify
the spin-independent scattering d�/dER in the limit of equal DM-proton and DM-neutron couplings
(fn = fp), up to an overall scaling by �n. For both masses and targets, we take vesc = 533 km/s,
average velocity v0 = 220 km/s and pick spring/autumn so that ve = 232 km/s, and assume a
DM density of 0.3GeV/cm3. The only remaining input is the DM mass splitting �, which sets the
minimum scattering velocity.
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where �n and µn are the dark matter-nucleon scattering cross-section and reduced mass, A and Z are
the nuclear atomic mass and number, and fp(fn) encapsulate the DM-proton (DM-neutron) e↵ective
couplings. All of the energy dependence lies in F

2(ER), the nuclear form factor that characterizes
how coherently dark matter scatters o↵ the nucleus.

Detailed recoil energy dependent form factors have been calculated using nuclear physics models
for several relevant DM scattering elements and isotopes. Whenever possible, we use the results of
the most recent calculations, notably Ref. [36] calculate form factors for xenon. For elements/isotopes
where calculations are not publicly available, such as tungsten and iodine, we will use the Helm form
factor. The form factors (either Helm or from dedicated nuclear calculations) suppress higher-energy
scattering events which probe the sub-structure of the nuclei. As inelastic scattering involves large
recoil energies, form factor suppression will play a much larger role than in elastic scattering. Ad-
ditionally, the (spin-independent) form factors have several ‘zeros’, recoil energies corresponding to
momentum exchanges where the scattering contributions from di↵erent nucleons destructively inter-
fere. The specifics of the form factors we use can be found in appendix A.

We are now ready to examine the recoil rate as a function of inelastic mass splitting. We will
look at two di↵erent DM masses, 1TeV and 10TeV, colliding with two di↵erent nuclear targets,
xenon (A = 132), and tungsten (A = 184). The DM mass and nuclear parameters completely specify
the spin-independent scattering d�/dER in the limit of equal DM-proton and DM-neutron couplings
(fn = fp), up to an overall scaling by �n. For both masses and targets, we take vesc = 533 km/s,
average velocity v0 = 220 km/s and pick spring/autumn so that ve = 232 km/s, and assume a
DM density of 0.3GeV/cm3. The only remaining input is the DM mass splitting �, which sets the
minimum scattering velocity.
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with a sharp cuto↵ at vesc and incorporating the relative velocity between the earth and the sun3

f(~v,~ve) =
e
�(v

2
+v

2
e+2vvecos ✓)/v

2
0

N(v0, vesc)
, (7)

where ✓ is the angle between Earth’s (~ve) and dark matter’s (~v) velocity in the Galactic rest frame.
The factor N(v0, vesc) normalizes the velocity distribution so that

R
vmax

0
f(~v,~ve) d3v = 1. For a galaxy

with escape speed vesc and characteristic dark matter speed v0, the escape speed and maximum
velocity in the earth’s frame (vmax) are related by:

v
2

esc = v
2

max + v
2

e + 2 vmax ve cos ✓ . (8)

The normalization factor is

N(v0, vesc) = ⇡
3/2

v
3

0

✓
erf

✓
vesc

v0

◆
�

2vesc
⇡1/2v0

e
�v

2
esc/v

2
0

◆
. (9)

For the earth’s velocity around the sun, we take the expression (e.g. [33])

ve =


232 + 15 cos

✓
2⇡(t� 152 days)

365 days

◆�
km/s, (10)

where 0 < t < 365 denotes days of the year, beginning with t = 0 on January 1st. This expression
gives a reasonable approximation to more accurate determinations [34,35]. Within this approximation
the maximum lab frame speed (v = 247 km/s) is attained on June 2nd, t = 152. The relative Earth-
Sun velocity results in an annual modulation of the scattering rate.

For finite vesc, the velocity integral depends on the relative order of vmin and vesc � ve [33]:

Z
vmax

vmin

d
3
v = 2⇡

8
><

>:

R
vesc�ve

vmin
v
2
dv

R
1

�1
dcos ✓ +

R
vesc+ve

vesc�ve
v
2
dv

R
c⇤
�1

dcos ✓ vmin < vesc � ve

R
vesc+ve

vmin
v
2
dv

R
c⇤
�1

dcos ✓ vesc � ve < vmin < vesc + ve

(11)
where c⇤ = cos ✓⇤ = (v2esc � v

2
� v

2
e )/(2 v ve) is the minimum angle consistent for scattering when

vesc � ve  v  vesc + ve. Note that the limits of the velocity integrals will change depending on
the time of year due to the time dependence in ve. For inelastic scenarios with high vmin, this can
potentially lead to dramatic features, such as scattering that only occurs during some short interval
around June 2nd. We will say more about the modulation of highly inelastic scenarios in Sec. 4.

Di↵erential cross section

The di↵erential cross section d�/dER contains the details of how DM interacts with SM fields.
To begin our study of highly inelastic DM, we take DM-nuclei scattering to be spin- and energy-
independent; for this scenario, d�/dER is customarily given as

d�

dER

=
�n

v2

mN

2µ2
n

[Zfp + (A� Z)fn]
2

f2
n

F
2(ER), (12)

3
Using a velocity distribution where f(v) ! 0 smoothly at vesc, as in Ref. [32], does not qualitatively change our

results.
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In the case of light dark matter mX ⌧ mN ,

v
apex

min
'

r
2�

mX

ER(v
apex

min
) '

mX

mN

� (mX ⌧ mN ) , (5)

the minimum velocity to scatter is larger than in the case of heavy dark matter by a factor ofp
mN/mX . Holding � fixed, for even a modest reduction of mX , the minimum velocity to scatter

will exceed the maximum incoming terrestrial dark matter speed, and thus there is no sensitivity. If
� and mX are reduced simultaneously, the typical recoil energy also is reduced, and this can place
it within the window of recoil energies considered by existing experimental analyses. This is not
surprising; by reducing �, mX , and, by extension, ER, we approach the limit of elastic scattering
and experimental analyses optimized for elastic scattering will be able to set bounds once � is small
compared with the kinetic energy of the dark matter. This is illustrated by the absence of orange
mX = 50 GeV, � ⇠ 200 keV contours in Fig. 2: i.e. inelastic sensitivity to 50 GeV mass dark
matter would not be greatly improved by searching at higher recoil energies, since even at maximum
incoming velocity, such light dark matter will not surmount the � ⇠ 200 keV threshold.

It is already clear from Figs. 1 and 2 that the “frontier” of inelastic dark matter is when the
dark matter is heavy, µ ' mN , and can be tested by experiments that have heavy mass elements:
iodine (PICO), xenon (LUX, PandaX, XENON100), and tungsten (CRESST). For the purposes of
illustration, we use mX = 1TeV, 10TeV as benchmarks for much of the remainder of the paper.
We also emphasize that since the inelastic frontier occurs at relatively large velocities and recoil
energies, we anticipate substantial astrophysical and experimental uncertainties in the scattering
rates and comparisons between experiments, that we will elaborate on more below.

3 Inelastic direct detection at high recoil energies

For a given recoil energy ER, the rate at which DM scatters in a detector with NT scattering targets
per unit mass is given by

dR

dER

= nXNT

Z
vmax

vmin

v f(~v,~ve)
d�

dER

d
3
v, (6)

where nX = ⇢X/mX is the local dark matter number density, ~v is dark matter’s and ~ve is Earth’s
velocity in the Galactic rest frame, vmin is the minimum dark matter speed in the detector’s rest
frame (Eq. (3)), vmax is the maximum incoming DM speed in the earth’s frame of reference, and
d�/dER is the di↵erential cross-section for dark matter scattering o↵ a nucleus. In terms of the
parameter space illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, Eq. (6) corresponds to picking a value on the vertical axis
and integrating along the horizontal axis starting at the apex of a contour and ending at vesc. The
total scattering rate over all recoil energies is the integral of Eq. (6) over the relevant experiment’s
energy window. To understand all of the physics in Eq. (6) and how it is a↵ected by inelasticity, we
discuss the two terms in the integrand separately.

Velocity distribution

Figures 1, 2 have demonstrated that the Milky Way DM velocity distribution play a major role in
determining what DM phase space is available. For this study, we utilize a Maxwellian distribution
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Figure 5: The total signal rate at � = 200 keV over one day for Borexino (top left), JUNO (top
right), and SUPL (bottom left), and the rate for � = 100 keV for a 10m3 CYGNUS-like detector
(bottom right); the lifetime is taken to be ⌧ = `�2

/c (blue), 102`�2
/c (yellow), and 104`�2

/c (red),
where `�2

is given by Eq. (3).

depth peaks at two distinct times during the sidereal day: once when Cygnus sets and once
when it rises.

The fact that the signal modulates is expected to be quite robust to changes in the lifetime of
the excited state �2, although the quantitative details will vary with lifetime. This is because, as
the lifetime grows, the effective volume for scattering that can reach the detector grows, while the
angular acceptance of the added volume is correspondingly smaller. However, as the lifetime of the
excited state grows, different parts of the Earth contribute. In addition, if the lifetime exceeds the
crossing time of the Earth, the signal rate begins to decrease linearly as v⌧/R�. To demonstrate
this, in Fig. 5 we plot the modulation rate in several detectors for varying �2 lifetimes. The linear
drop in event rate is seen clearly. In addition, the differences in shape between lifetimes of 0.36
seconds and longer lifetimes is because the former is sensitive to the Earth composition closer to the
detector whereas longer lifetimes probe the whole Earth. For example, the double peak structure
in the Southern Hemisphere disappears when the whole Earth is probed.
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